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::::::
::::::

Week in Review

A highly selective capture of strategic developments, research, commentary, analysis and
announcements spanning Human Rights Action, Humanitarian Response, Health, Education, Holistic
Development, Heritage Stewardship, Sustainable Resilience. Achieving a balance across these broad
themes is a challenge and we appreciate your observations and ideas in this regard. This is not
intended to be a "news and events" digest.
::::::
::::::
Russian Federation
General Assembly Adopts Text to Suspend Russian Federation from Human Rights Council,
Continuing Emergency Special Session on Humanitarian Crisis in Ukraine
7 April 2022
GA/12414

[Editor’s text bolding]

Continuing its emergency special session today, the General Assembly took the extraordinary step of
adopting a resolution that suspended the Russian Federation’s membership in the Human Rights
Council, doing so in the wake of recently revealed images and testimonies of atrocities perpetrated
against the civilian population of Ukraine.
The Assembly adopted the draft resolution by a recorded vote of 93 in favour to
24 against, with 58 abstentions, signaling the international community’s strong censure of
Moscow’s aggressive actions towards a neighbouring State.
By the text, the Assembly expressed its grave concern at the ongoing human rights and humanitarian
crisis in Ukraine, noting that the violations were of such a degree that the Russian
Federation must forfeit its membership in the intergovernmental body until such time as a
review is considered appropriate.
Ukraine’s delegate, introducing the text, drew a clear, straight line from the brutalities being carried out
in his country to the genocide perpetrated in Rwanda in 1994, the harbingers of which, he said, were
“largely ignored” by the United Nations Secretariat. He underscored further parallels, including the fact
that Rwanda was a non-permanent member of the Security Council at the time and used its seat as a
pulpit for its “genocidal regime”. By the same token, the Russian Federation has instrumentalized its
place on that organ “to spread lies almost daily”, he cautioned.
He went on to delineate the atrocities uncovered in the wake of Moscow’s withdrawal from Bucha and
other Ukrainian cities and villages, describing a scene where “thousands of peaceful residents have
been killed, tortured, raped and abducted and robbed by the Russian army”.
Warning delegates not to abstain on the vote, he quoted the words of writer and Holocaust
survivor Eli Wiesel, who in 1999 cautioned that “Indifference elicits no
response. Indifference is not a response. Indifference is not a beginning — it is an
end. And indifference is always a friend of the enemy, for it benefits the aggressor, never
his victim whose pain is magnified when he or she feels forgotten.” Noting that the resolution
had been drafted by a cross-regional group of two dozen States and co-sponsored by more than 50, he

said that voting “yes” would allow delegates to prove they were not the indifferent bystanders that
Mr. Wiesel cautioned against.
Speaking after the adoption of the resolution and the suspension of its Human Rights
Council membership rights, the Russian Federation’s representative said that his country
had decided to suspend its membership of that body before the end of its term. It was
taking this step, he said, because that Council has been hijacked by one group of States for
its own purposes. He underscored that his country could not remain as part of a mechanism that
enables States to blackmail others for their own purposes, especially as those same States had
blatantly violated human rights for years…
::::::
UNGA Text - Suspension
UN General Assembly
6 April 2022 A/ES-11/L.4
Eleventh emergency special session
Agenda item 5

Letter dated 28 February 2014 from the Permanent Representative of Ukraine to the United Nations
addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/2014/136)
Albania, Andorra, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Marshall Islands, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco, Montenegro,
Netherlands, New Zealand, North Macedonia, Norway, Palau, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea,
Republic of Moldova, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America: draft resolution
Suspension of the rights of membership of the Russian Federation in the Human Rights
Council

The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolution 60/251 of 15 March 2006, in particular paragraph 8, which states that the

General Assembly may suspend the rights of membership in the Human Rights Council of a member of
the Council that commits gross and systematic violations of human rights,

Taking note of Human Rights Council resolution 49/1 of 4 March 2022, in particular the grave concern

of the Council regarding reports of gross and systematic violations and abuses of human rights and
violations of international humanitarian law committed by the Russian Federation during its aggression
against Ukraine,

Recalling its resolutions ES-11/1 of 2 March 2022 and ES-11/2 of 24 March 2022,
Expressing grave concern at the ongoing human rights and humanitarian crisis in Ukraine, in particular

at the reports of violations and abuses of human rights and violations of international humanitarian law
by the Russian Federation, including gross and systematic violations and abuses of human rights,
recognizing the strong expressions of concern in statements by the Secretary-General and by the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, and noting the latest update on the human rights
situation in Ukraine by the human rights monitoring mission in Ukraine, of 26 March 2022,

1. Decides to suspend the rights of membership in the Human Rights Council of the Russian
Federation;
2. Also decides to review the matter, as appropriate;
3. Further decides to adjourn the eleventh emergency special session of the General Assembly
temporarily and to authorize the President of the General Assembly to resume its meetings upon
request from Member States.
::::::
Russia’s Suspension from the UN Human Rights Council
Antony J. Blinken April 7, 2022
By suspending Russia from the UN Human Rights Council, countries around the world chose to hold
Moscow to account today for gross and systematic violations of human rights in its premeditated,
unprovoked, and unjustified war of choice against Ukraine. We have seen growing evidence of
Russia’s brutal disregard for international law and human rights in Ukraine, most notably in the death
and devastation it has caused in communities such as Bucha, Irpin, and Mariupol. The atrocities the
world has witnessed appear to be further evidence of war crimes, which serves as another indication
that Russia has no place in a body whose primary purpose is to promote respect for human rights. As
I said earlier today, today a wrong has been righted.
The world is sending another clear signal that Russia must immediately and unconditionally cease
its war of aggression against Ukraine and honor the principles enshrined in the UN Charter. The
international community will continue to hold Russia to account, and the United States will continue to
stand with the people of Ukraine as they fight for their sovereignty, democracy, and freedom.
::::::
::::::
Ukraine
Describing Relentless Russian Attacks against His Country, Ukraine President Challenges
Security Council to Act for Peace or Disband United Nations
5 April 2022 SC/14854

[Editor’s text bolding]

In an impassioned address to the Security Council today detailing the death and destruction caused by
Russian forces in Moscow’s war against Ukraine, the President of that country challenged members
to uphold international law or disband the United Nations, calling for the convening of a
global conference in Kyiv to determine how to reform the world security system.
The Council also heard briefings from the Secretary-General and two other senior United Nations
officials on the political and humanitarian situations in Ukraine.
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, speaking via videoconference, said that the most terrible war crimes
since the Second World War are being committed in his country. Likening their actions to those of
Da’esh, he said Russian troops are deliberately destroying Ukrainian cities, creating mass starvation,
shooting columns of civilians trying to escape hostilities, blowing up shelters and creating conditions in
their temporarily occupied territories to ensure that most civilians are killed. The massacre in Bucha is
only one of many examples of what the occupiers have perpetrated for 41 days, in Mariupol, Kharviv
and dozens of other communities. Hatred by the aggressor is supported at the State level and
exported through a system of propaganda, seeking to provoke a global food crisis that
could lead to famine in Africa, Asia and elsewhere, he added, stressing that the security
which the Council must guarantee simply “is not there”.

Emphasizing that the purposes of the Charter of the United Nations, especially Article I — to maintain
international peace and security — are being violated, he asked: “What is the point of all other
Articles? […] Are you ready to close the United Nations? Do you think that the time for international
law is gone?” If not, “you need to act immediately”. To support peace in Ukraine, the Council
must either remove the Russian Federation from the organ as an aggressor and source of
war, so it cannot block decisions made about its own war, or the Council can “dissolve
yourselves altogether” if there is nothing it can do other than engage in conversation. “Ukraine
needs peace. Europe needs peace. The world needs peace,” he insisted.
The Charter must be immediately restored and the system reformed so that the veto power does not
represent the right to die, and so there is fair representation in the Council of all world regions, he
said. If tyranny in places from Syria to Somalia had received a response, it would have ceased to exist,
and an “honest peace” would have prevailed. A war against Ukrainian citizens would not have been
launched. Instead, the world watched, and turned its eyes away from the occupation of Crimea, the
war against Georgia, the taking of Transnistria from the Republic of Moldova and the preparations of
Russian troops for another war near the border. The Russian military and those who gave them
orders must be brought to justice and charged with war crimes in Ukraine, before a
tribunal similar to the one created in Nuremburg.
He then proposed the convening of a global conference in Kyiv to determine how to reform
the world security system, establish guarantees for the recognition of borders and the
integrity of countries, and to assert the rule of international law. Stressing that the laws set
in 1945 in San Francisco for the creation of a global security organization will remain elusive without
reforms, he said “we must do everything within our power to pass on to the next generation an
effective United Nations”, with the ability to respond preventively to security challenges and force
aggressors to peace. For its part, Ukraine stands ready to provide a platform for an office of a newly
updated security system, he said, proposing the creation of a “U24 office” specializing in preventive
measures to maintain peace…
::::::
Ukraine
WHO - Emergency in Ukraine: external situation report #6, published 7 April 2022:
reporting period: 31 March–6 April 2022

[Excerpts]

1.2 Access to health care in Ukraine
There are many challenges to accessing health care, with active hostilities and a lack of public
transport restricting movement. Close to 1000 health facilities are in proximity to conflict areas or are in
changed areas of control, multiple hospitals have been repurposed to care for wounds and half of the
pharmacies in Ukraine have closed, which leaves the health system vulnerable to infrastructural
damage and severe disruptions in critical services. As a consequence, there is limited or no access to
medicines, health facilities, and health-care workers in some areas. Between 24 February and 6 April a

total of 91 attacks1 on health care have been reported, resulting in 46 injuries and 73 deaths.2 Further
attacks are being verified. Since 24 February 274 hospitals have been shelled, 13 have been completely
destroyed, and 70 ambulances have been disabled by shelling…
Risk of emergence and spread of infectious diseases

Ongoing epidemics

The incidence of COVID-19 continues to decrease, with 14 120 new cases and 147 new deaths
reported between 31 March and 5 April. However, these numbers should be interpreted carefully due
to underreporting of COVID-19 cases and deaths. From 23 February to 6 April the seven-day average
number of polymerase chain reaction tests and antigen-rapid diagnostic tests has declined significantly,
with a 93% (from 42 460 to 1531) and 89% (from 51 484 to 6194) decrease, respectively. Vaccination
uptake remains low, particularly in vulnerable populations, and the disruption in testing and treatment
puts those most vulnerable at increased risk of severe illness and death.

Epidemic risk

:: Poor ventilation and overcrowding increase the risk of spread of respiratory infections, including
COVID-19. Lack of access to water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) heightens the risk of emergence of
foodborne and waterborne diseases. According to United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), around six million people have either limited or no access to safe water,
with active hostilities preventing repair teams from fixing damaged systems and restoring access to
water while also hindering the delivery of water in the hardest-hit areas, like the Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts. Of note, an outbreak of cholera was reported in 2011 in the Mariupol region, while a single
case was reported in 2016 in the Zaporizhzhya oblast, highlighting the risk of cholera outbreaks.
:: Suboptimal vaccination coverage for routine and childhood immunizations, including measles and
poliomyelitis (polio), increases the risk of re-emergence and transmission of vaccine-preventable
diseases. Notably, two cases of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) were reported in
Ukraine in 2021. On 1 February 2022 a national supplemental polio immunization campaign targeting
nearly 140 000 children was launched, but due to the current situation it has been deprioritized and
significantly slowed down.3
:: With the arrival of spring and rising temperatures, disrupted access to WASH and damage to homes
may increase the risk of vector-borne diseases such as West Nile fever and tick-borne encephalitis.
::::::
USAID Safeguards Internet Access in Ukraine through Public-Private-Partnership with
SpaceX
April 5, 2022
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has delivered 5,000 Starlink
Terminals to the Government of Ukraine through a public-private partnership with the American
aerospace manufacturer, SpaceX.
The Starlink satellite terminals will enable unlimited, unthrottled data connectivity from anywhere in
Ukraine. The terminals will allow public officials and critical citizen service providers to continue to
communicate within Ukraine and with the outside world, even if Putin’s brutal aggression severs
Ukraine’s fiber optic or cellular communication infrastructure connections.
Since Putin’s unprovoked, further invasion of Ukraine on February 24, USAID has been working closely
with humanitarian partners in Ukraine and in the region to reach Ukrainians with lifesaving
humanitarian assistance while also ramping up development programs to respond to cyber attacks,

disinformation, threats to the energy sector, essential health needs, and to support the continued
functioning of local and national government entities.
For citizens who want to help get vital assistance to Ukrainians in need, there’s one thing to remember:
cash is best. That’s because it’s efficient, flexible, and allows humanitarian organizations on the ground
to buy what’s most needed, quickly. For more information on giving to reputable relief organizations,
please click here: https://www.cidi.org/disaster-responses/war-in-ukraine/
::::::
::::::
Biodiversity Funding
Protecting global biodiversity receives boost as 29 countries pledge over $5 billion to the
Global Environment Facility
▪ Twenty-nine countries jointly pledge $5.25 billion to protect biodiversity and curb threats from
climate change, plastics and toxic chemicals
▪ Biodiversity protection represents biggest share of GEF’s 8th programming period
▪ Replenishment provide crucial support to ambitious post-2020 global biodiversity framework to be
agreed later this year at the UN Biodiversity Conference (COP-15) in Kunming, China.
8 April 2022 – More than $5 billion has been pledged by twenty-nine countries for the Global
Environment Facility (GEF), providing a major boost to international efforts to protect biodiversity and
curb threats from climate change, plastics, and toxic chemicals through collaboration action this
decade.
Announced today, the support totals $5.25 billion and increases the GEF’s funding by nearly
30 per cent compared to its most recent four-year operating cycle. The GEF is the primary
source of financing for biodiversity protection globally and is the only multilateral fund working across
all aspects of environmental health.
“These pledges are critically important for the successful implementation of the new post-2020 global
biodiversity framework,” said Elizabeth Maruma Mrema, Executive Secretary, Convention on Biological
Diversity. “This strong replenishment of the GEF, with the substantial share of it for biodiversity
protection, shows the global commitment to the transformative change needed to bend the curve on
biodiversity loss. Matched by early action grants provided by the GEF in its seventh funding period, lays
the groundwork for protecting biodiversity, using it sustainably, and sharing the benefits with equity.”
Biodiversity protection represents the biggest share of the GEF’s eighth programming period, known as
GEF-8, which will run from July 2022 to June 2026. This support will be vital to the achievement of the
biodiversity agenda, including implementation of the new post-2020 global biodiversity framework,
expected to be agreed at the UN Biodiversity Conference (COP-15) later this year in Kunming China.
The Convention on Biological Diversity recently held its first in-person meetings in two
years. Following 15 days of negotiation in Geneva, world governments produced a strong basis for a
post 2020 framework to safeguard the health of the planet. Governments agreed to hold a fourth
meeting of the open-ended working group tasked with developing the post-2020 framework in June,
prior to the adoption of the framework in Kunming.
::::::

::::::
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Featured Journal Content
Proceedings of the Royal Society B
13 April 2022 Volume 289 Issue 1972
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/toc/rspb/current

Research articles

Sanctions and international interaction improve cooperation to avert climate change
Gianluca Grimalda, Alexis Belianin, Heike Hennig-Schmidt, Till Requate and Marina V. Ryzhkova
Published:06 April 2022Article ID:20212174
https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2021.2174

Abstract

Imposing sanctions on non-compliant parties to international agreements is advocated as a remedy for
international cooperation failure. Nevertheless, sanctions are costly, and rational choice theory predicts
their ineffectiveness in improving cooperation. We test sanctions effectiveness experimentally in
international collective-risk social dilemmas simulating efforts to avoid catastrophic climate change. We
involve individuals from countries where sanctions were shown to be effective (Germany) or ineffective
(Russia) in increasing cooperation. Here, we show that, while this result still holds nationally,
international interaction backed by sanctions is beneficial. Cooperation by low cooperator groups
increases relative to national cooperation and converges to the levels of high cooperators. This result
holds regardless of revealing other group members' nationality, suggesting that participants' specific
attitudes or stereotypes over the other country were irrelevant. Groups interacting under sanctions
contribute more to catastrophe prevention than what would maximize expected group payoffs. This
behaviour signals a strong propensity for protection against collective risks.
::::::
::::::
Disinformation
Call for comments: Countering disinformation for the promotion and protection of human
rights and fundamental freedoms
Issued by Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
Deadline: 18 April 2022

Objectives

The United Nations General Assembly resolution 76/227 on “Countering disinformation for the
promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms” requested the UN SecretaryGeneral “to seek the views of States, United Nations entities and relevant stakeholders and to submit
to the General Assembly at its seventy-seventh session a report, within existing resources, based on
information and best practices shared by States, United Nations entities and relevant stakeholders on
countering disinformation.”

Background

The Office of the High Commissioner is supporting the preparation of this report and invites Member
States, United Nations entities and relevant stakeholders to provide inputs relating to the following
aspects:
- Examples of initiatives aimed at countering disinformation, including the objectives and the specific
steps taken over the last five years.

-

Assessments of the effectiveness of initiatives countering disinformation and their impact on the
promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms

::::::
Disentangling untruths online: Creators, spreaders and how to stop them
OECD - Going Digital Toolkit Note, No. 23 March 2022 :: 38 pages
Lesher, M., H. Pawelec and A. Desai (2022)
PDF: https://goingdigital.oecd.org/data/notes/No23_ToolkitNote_UntruthsOnline.pdf

Overview

While false rumours, inaccurate reporting, and conspiracy theories have existed for as long as there
were people to create and spread them, the Internet has reshaped and amplified the ability to produce
and perpetuate false and misleading content. Stopping the creators and spreaders of untruths online is
essential to reducing political polarisation, building public trust in democratic institutions, improving
public health, and more generally improving the well-being of people and society. This Going Digital
Toolkit note discusses the importance of access to accurate information online and presents a novel
typology of the different types of untruths that circulate on the Internet. It considers how untruths are
spread online as well as the consequences, and it surveys the evidence base of false and misleading
information online. It concludes by identifying approaches to fighting untruths online and mitigating
their negative effects.

::::::
::::::

COVID - Strategic Pandemic Response

IMF Working Paper

A Global Strategy to Manage the Long-Term Risks of COVID-19
Authors/Editors: Ruchir Agarwal ; Gita Gopinath ; Jeremy Farrar ; Richard Hatchett ; Peter Sands
Publication Date: April 5, 2022 :: 26 pages
Electronic Access: Free Download.

Summary:

The pandemic is not over, and the health and economic losses continue to grow. It is now evident
that COVID-19 will be with us for the long term, and there are very different scenarios for how it could
evolve, from a mild endemic scenario to a dangerous variant scenario. This realization calls for a new
strategy that manages both the uncertainty and the long-term risks of COVID-19. There are four key
policy implications of such as strategy.
First, we need to achieve equitable access beyond vaccines to encompass a comprehensive toolkit.
Second, we must monitor the evolving virus and dynamically upgrade the toolkit.
Third, we must transition from the acute response to a sustainable strategy toward COVID-19,
balanced and integrated with other health and social priorities.
Fourth, we need a unified risk-mitigation approach to future infectious disease threats beyond
COVID-19.
Infectious diseases with pandemic potential are a threat to global economic and health security. The
international community should recognize that its pandemic financing addresses a systemic risk to the
global economy, not just the development need of a particular country. Accordingly, it should allocate
additional funding to fight pandemics and strengthen health systems both domestically and overseas.
This will require about $15 billion in grants this year and $10 billion annually after that.
Series: Working Paper No. 2022/068

Disclaimer: IMF Working Papers describe research in progress by the author(s) and are published to
elicit comments and to encourage debate. The views expressed in IMF Working Papers are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the IMF, its Executive Board, or IMF
management.
::::::
::::::
::::::

Coronavirus [COVID-19] - WHO
Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC)

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019

Weekly Epidemiological and Operational updates
Last update: 08 Apr 2022
Confirmed cases ::
494 587 638
Confirmed deaths ::
6 170 283
Vaccine doses administered: 11 250 782 214
::::::
Weekly epidemiological update on COVID-19 - 5 April 2022

Overview

After the increase observed during the first half of March 2022, the number of new COVID-19 cases
has decreased for a second consecutive week, with a 16% decline during the week of 28 March
through 3 April 2022 as compared to the previous week.
The number of new weekly deaths also decreased sharply (-43%) as compared to the previous
week, during which an artificial spike in deaths was observed.
Across the six WHO regions, over nine million new cases and over 26 000 new deaths were reported,
and all the regions show decreasing trends both in the number of new weekly cases and new weekly
deaths.

As of 3 April 2022, just over 489 million cases and over 6 million deaths have been reported globally.
In this edition, we provide an update on the geographic distribution of circulating SARS-CoV-2 variants
of concern (VOCs), including the prevalence and summary of current evidence of the Omicron variant.
We also provide updates on recombinants and vaccine effectiveness for the Delta and Omicron
variants.
::::::
::::::

Our World in Data

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Vaccinations [Accessed 09 Apr 2022]
- 64.7% of the world population has received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine.
- 11.37 billion doses have been administered globally, and 13.32 million are now administered each
day.
- Only 14.8% of people in low-income countries have received at least one dose.

::::::
::::::
::::::

Emergencies
POLIO

Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC)

https://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/
Polio this week as of 06 April 2022
:: The GPEI has released an updated draft version of the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to
offer guidance to any country that detects any type of poliovirus outbreak or event, to respond in a
timely and effective manner. This version of the SOPs builds on the prior versions developed since
2015 and takes into account the key developments, lessons learnt and availability of new tools since
:: This week, the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on immunization (SAGE) is convening in Geneva,
Switzerland. On polio eradication, the group will review the global current epidemiology, updated data
on novel oral polio vaccine type 2 (nOPV2) use, and recommendations on initial planning for OPV
cessation.
:: On 26 April, the programme will launch the new investment case for the GPEI’s Strategy: Delivering
on a Promise. This one-hour, virtual event, “Investing in the Promise of a Polio-free World”, will feature
live remarks from WHO Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus and UNICEF Executive
Director Catherine Russell, as well as the stories of health workers and Ministers of Health working with
the polio programme around the world. Please register here to learn more about the financial and
political support needed to end polio for good.

Summary of new WPV and cVDPV viruses this week (AFP cases and ES positives):

– DR Congo: seven cVDPV2 cases
– Egypt: one cVDPV2 positive environmental sample
– Nigeria: six cVDPV2 cases and seven positive environmental samples
::::::
::::::
UN OCHA – Current Emergencies

Current Corporate Emergencies
Afghanistan
No new updates identified.
Northern Ethiopia

Ethiopia - Northern Ethiopia Humanitarian Update Situation Report, 7 Apr 2022

HIGHLIGHTS
-

Only 8 per cent of cash needs transferred to Tigray for humanitarian operations since 12 July 2021.
To date, about 15,000 people have been relocated to Sabacare 4 displacement site in Mekelle,
reaching its full capacity.
245 schools in Afar remain closed, or 20 percent of the schools in the region, forcing more than
53,000 students out of school. Additional 5 schools are hosting displaced people.
An additional 10 mobile health and nutrition teams were deployed to Amhara to scale-up the
response, bringing the total number of teams operating in the region to 88.
30 mobile health and nutrition teams are operating in conflict affected areas in Afar, reaching more
than 8,000 people with health care during the week.

Ukraine

Ukraine: Humanitarian Impact Situation Report (As of 12:00 p.m. (EET) on 8 April 2022)
*

*

*

*
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:: Agency/Government/IGO Watch

We will monitor a growing number of relevant agency, government and IGO organizations for key
media releases, announcements, research, and initiatives. Generally, we will focus on regional or global
level content recognizing limitation of space, meaning country-specific coverage is limited. Please
suggest additional organizations to monitor.
United Nations – Secretary General, Security Council, General Assembly
[to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.un.org/press/en

Selected Meetings/Press Releases/Announcements

8 April 2022
SG/SM/21233
One Third of Humanity Still Unvaccinated, Secretary-General Tells GAVI COVAX Advance
Market Commitment Summit 2022, Citing ‘Deeply Unequal World’
7 April 2022
GA/12414
General Assembly Adopts Text to Suspend Russian Federation from Human Rights Council,
Continuing Emergency Special Session on Humanitarian Crisis in Ukraine
Continuing its emergency special session today, the General Assembly took the extraordinary step of
adopting a resolution that suspended the Russian Federation’s membership in the Human Rights
Council, doing so in the wake of recently revealed images and testimonies of atrocities perpetrated
against the civilian population of Ukraine.
5 April 2022
SC/14854
Describing Relentless Russian Attacks against His Country, Ukraine President Challenges
Security Council to Act for Peace or Disband United Nations
In an impassioned address to the Security Council today detailing the death and destruction caused
by Russian forces in Moscow’s war against Ukraine, the President of that country challenged members
to uphold international law or disband the United Nations, calling for the convening of a global
conference in Kyiv to determine how to reform the world security system.
5 April 2022
SG/SM/21229
Secretary-General Reminds Security Council Members of Need for Solidarity, Expressing
Deep Regret over Inaction on Suffering Ukraine, Poor Countries
3 April 2022
SG/SM/21227
Secretary-General, Deeply Shocked by Killings in Ukraine, Urges Accountability
United Nations Human Rights Council [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ohchr.org/en/hr-bodies/hrc/news?field_content_category=162&field_entity=1203

Council News
No new digest content identified.

Committee on the Rights of the Child [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx

Latest News
Latest News
No new digest content identified.

Special Rapporteur on the sale and sexual exploitation of children [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx

Latest News
Latest News
No new digest content identified.

SRSG/CAAC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed
Conflict [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/

Press Releases
Latest News
No new digest content identified.

SRSG/SVC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict
[to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/

Statements, Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/poverty/pages/srextremepovertyindex.aspx

Latest News
No new digest content identified.

Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable
standard of physical and mental health [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx

Latest News
No new digest content identified.

Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/culturalrights/pages/srculturalrightsindex.aspx

Latest news
No new digest content identified.

Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/ipeoples/srindigenouspeoples/pages/sripeoplesindex.aspx

Latest News
No new digest content identified.

Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants
https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/migration/srmigrants/pages/srmigrantsindex.aspx

Latest News
No new digest content identified.

UNHCR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html

Selected News Releases, Announcements

UNHCR’s Assistant High Commissioner lauds solidarity of Romania and the Republic of
Moldova towards Ukrainian refugees
09 April 2022
UNHCR redoubles its aid inside Ukraine and the region
This is a summary of what was said by UNHCR spokesperson Matthew Saltmarsh – to whom quoted
text may be attributed – at today’s press briefing at the Palais des Nations in Geneva.
08 April 2022
UN OCHA Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.unocha.org/

Press Releases

05 April 2022
Humanitarian supply convoy reaches Sievierodonetsk: UN and partners
04 April 2022
Humanitarian Coordinator for Yemen welcomes nationwide truce [EN/AR]
Centre for Humanitarian Data/HDX [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://centre.humdata.org/

Blog
No new digest content identified.

UNICEF [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.unicef.org/media/press-releases

Press Releases, News Notes, Statements [Selected]
Statement

04/08/2022
Statement by UNICEF Ukraine Representative Murat Sahin on the attack on Kramatorsk
train station
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/statement-unicef-ukraine-representative-murat-sahin-attackkramatorsk-train-station
LVIV, Ukraine, 8 April 2022 - "We strongly condemn the attack today on the train station in
Kramatorsk, Ukraine. We do not know yet how many children were killed and injured in the attack, but
we fear the worst. Kramatorsk train station has been the main route out for thousands of families
evacuating from Donetsk oblast, which has seen some of the…

Press release

04/07/2022
As the war in Ukraine continues, millions of children in the Middle East and North Africa at
increased risk of malnutrition amid food price hikes
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/war-ukraine-continues-millions-children-middle-east-and-northafrica-increased-risk
AMMAN, 7 April 2022- Six weeks into the war in Ukraine, the fragile nutritional status of children in the
Middle East and North Africa is expected to worsen. While Muslims in the region observe the holy
month of Ramadan, disruption in imports caused by the conflict is creating food shortages amid high
prices of essential commodities, including…

Press release

04/06/2022
UNICEF Executive Director Catherine Russell calls for political resolution to end violence
against children in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/unicef-executive-director-catherine-russell-calls-politicalresolution-end-violence
RHOE, Ituri Province, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 6 April 2022 – UNICEF Executive Director
Catherine Russell today appealed for an urgent political resolution to end ongoing violence in the
eastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Ms. Russell had…
IOM / International Organization for Migration [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases

News - Selected
News

08 Apr 2022
15 Million People Face Humanitarian Crisis Due to Drought in the Horn of Africa

News

06 Apr 2022
New Agreements Foster Regional Cooperation on Migration for Sustainable Development
and Migrant Workers Rights in the East and Horn of Africa

News

05 Apr 2022
7.1 Million People Displaced by the War in Ukraine: IOM Survey
UNAIDS [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.unaids.org/en

Selected Press Releases/Reports/Statements

7 April 2022
New framework for action for male engagement in the HIV response in eastern and
southern Africa launched
7 April 2022
Urgently needed HIV services are supporting Ukrainian refugees in the Republic of
Moldova
6 April 2022
United Kingdom parliamentary group visits UNAIDS to strengthen collaboration
6 April 2022
Young people’s monitoring of progress towards 2025 targets begins second phase
WHO & Regional Offices [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.who.int/news

News [Selected]
7 April 2022

Departmental news

Open to all, anytime, anywhere: Free online courses bring vaccine knowledge to the global
community
6 April 2022

News release

WHO urges accelerated action to protect human health and combat the climate crisis at a
time of heightened conflict and fragility
4 April 2022

Departmental news

WHO announces updates on new TB antigen-based skin tests for the diagnosis of TB
infection
4 April 2022

News release

Billions of people still breathe unhealthy air: new WHO data
4 April 2022

Departmental news

Health and the environment
2 April 2022

Departmental news

Suspension of supply of COVID-19 vaccine (COVAXIN®)
Today, WHO confirmed the suspension of supply of Covaxin (Bharat Biotech) through UN
procurement agencies, and recommended that countries using the vaccine take action as appropriate.
The suspension is in response to the outcome of a WHO inspection on 14–22 March 2022, and the
need to conduct process and facility upgrade to address recently identified deficiencies in good
manufacturing practices (GMP).
Bharat Biotech has committed to addressing the GMP deficiencies and is developing a corrective and
preventive action plan for submission to the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) and WHO. In the
interim and as a precautionary measure, the company has indicated that it will suspend production of
Covaxin for export. As a consequence, supply will be interrupted for the foreseeable future.
The risk assessment to date does not indicate change in the risk–benefit ratio. The data, available to
WHO, indicate the vaccine is effective and no safety concerns exist…
1 April 2022

Departmental news

Parliaments promote women’s, children’s and adolescents’ health in the time of COVID-19
::::::
WHO Director General Speeches [selected]
https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches

Selected

7 April 2022
Speech
WHO Director-General's opening remarks at the World Health Day press briefing – 7 April
2022
::::::

WHO Regional Offices

Selected Press Releases, Announcements

WHO African Region
:: 08 April 2022 Managing COVID-19 waste in Africa
:: 07 April 2022 Over two-thirds of Africans exposed to virus which causes COVID-19: WHO study
:: 06 April 2022 Africa faces rising climate-linked health emergencies
:: 01 April 2022 Major antibiotic donation moves African countries closer to defeating yaws
WHO Region of the Americas PAHO
:: On World Health Day, PAHO Director calls for concerted action to safeguard the health of the planet
and its people
Washington, D.C., April 7, 2021 (PAHO) - After two years of the COVID-19 pandemic with millions of
lives lost to the virus, Pan American Health Organization Director (PAHO) Carissa F. Etienne, marked
World Health Day by calling for the urgent protection of the environment and highlighted how the
health of the planet is linked to our own. “The so-…
:: World Health Day 2022
World Health Day is celebrated every year on 7 April to commemorate the anniversary of the founding
of the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1948. Each year for this date, a theme is chosen that
highlights an area of priority concern for WHO. In the face of the current pandemic, a polluted planet,
and an increasing incidence of diseases,…
:: Americas at risk of further COVID-19 wave as cases surge in other regions, PAHO Director warns
Vaccination campaigns must focus on protecting the most vulnerable. Washington D.C. 6 April 2022
(PAHO) – As cases of COVID-19 surge in Europe and East Asia due to Omicron BA.2, the Pan American
Health Organization (PAHO) Director Carissa F. Etienne has urged countries to remain vigilant and
urgently close vaccination gaps. While COVID cases…
WHO South-East Asia Region SEARO

No new digest content identified.

WHO European Region EURO
:: WHO records 100th attack on health care in Ukraine 08-04-2022
:: In solidarity with the health workers of Ukraine this World Health Day 07-04-2022
:: Health on Earth: a healthy planet benefits us all – World Health Day 2022 07-04-2022
:: Ukraine: Crisis averted for now – WHO, PEPFAR and partners ensure supply of antiretroviral drugs
for people living with HIV 06-04-2022
:: WHO Regional Director for Europe visits Kazakhstan, strengthens primary health care collaboration
06-04-2022
WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region EMRO

No new digest content identified.

WHO Western Pacific Region
:: 7 April 2022 Countries in the Western Pacific on the frontlines of the climate crisis, says WHO
:: 7 April 2022 Regional Director's remarks at the virtual press conference on 7 April 2022
::::::
WHO Events
https://www.who.int/news-room/events/1

[Selected]

Public hearings regarding a new international instrument on pandemic preparedness and
response
12 – 13 April 2022
In a consensus decision aimed at protecting the world from future infectious diseases crises, in
December 2021 the World Health Assembly agreed to kickstart a global process by establishing an
intergovernmental negotiating body (INB) to draft and negotiate a convention, agreement or other
international instrument under the Constitution of the World Health Organization to strengthen
pandemic prevention, preparedness and response.
Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General, said the decision by the World Health
Assembly was historic in nature, vital in its mission, and represented a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to strengthen the global health architecture to protect and promote the well-being of all
people.
As part of this historic decision, the World Health Assembly requested the Director-General to hold
public hearings, in line with standard WHO practice, to support the work of the INB.
Registration and additional information on the public hearings is available at
https://inb.who.int
::::::
New WHO Publications
https://www.who.int/publications/i

Selected Titles

7 April 2022
Report of the first meeting of the WHO Technical Advisory Group on Diabetes: virtual
meeting, 29-30 September...
7 April 2022
Emergency in Ukraine: external situation report #6, published 7 April 2022: reporting
period: 31 March–6...
6 April 2022
Sharing and reuse of health-related data for research purposes: WHO policy and
implementation guidance

Overview

The purpose of this document is to clarify the policy and practice on the reuse and onward sharing
for research purposes of health data collected under the auspices of WHO technical programmes. This
covers use in both emergency and non-emergency situations and complements the following: the
Policy on use and sharing of data collected in Member States by the World Health Organization (WHO)
outside the context of public health emergencies; the Policy statement on data sharing by the World
Health Organization in the context of public health emergencies; and the Joint statement on public
disclosure of results from clinical trials. This policy covers the reuse of health data for research
purposes. Its scope includes research data generated by research undertaken directly by WHO, or
funded by WHO, as well as the use of other health data for research purposes.
This document sets out the objectives of this WHO policy and the obligations of WHO staff and
researchers funded by WHO. The following section of this document entitled Guidance on the
implementation of the WHO policy on the sharing and reuse of health-related data for research
purposes provides further references and resources to assist in the development of a data
management and sharing plan that is in alignment with the vision of this policy.
6 April 2022
Clinical care of severe acute respiratory infections – Tool kit

6 April 2022
Strategic framework for collaboration on antimicrobial resistance
5 April 2022
Injection safety in the context of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) vaccination: Addendum
to policy brief,...
4 April 2022
Stakeholder consultative meeting on prevention and management of childhood pneumonia
and diarrhoea: report,...
4 April 2022
Rapid communication: TB antigen-based skin tests for the diagnosis of TB infection
4 April 2022
WHO Drug Information - Volume 36, No. 1
3 April 2022
HIV module: Global competency and outcomes framework for universal health coverage
3 April 2022
Global competency framework for universal health coverage
3 April 2022
Global Competency and Outcomes Framework for Universal Health Coverage
1 April 2022
Compendium of WHO and other UN guidance on health and environment, 2022 update
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.oie.int/en/media/news/

Press Releases, Statements

Acting for better aquatic animal health and welfare worldwide
3 April 2022 France, Paris
The World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) joins the World Aquatic Animal Day celebrations by
raising awareness on the need to maintain sustainable aquatic ecosystems to ensure a better future for
all.
Over 50 million people worldwide depend on fisheries and aquaculture for their livelihoods. However,
aquatic animal diseases can jeopardise the economic and environmental sustainability of this source of
income. For instance, on a global scale, disease outbreaks cost the aquaculture industry over US$6
billion per year…
UNFPA United Nations Population Fund [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release

Selected Press Releases
05 Apr 2022

Press Release

UN agencies launch innovation challenge to support women's empowerment, maternal
health, reproductive rights
UNFPA, the UN’s sexual and reproductive health agency, the World Intellectual Property
Organisation, and the International Telecommunication Union are pleased to announce their first ever
Joint…
UNDP United Nations Development Programme [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.undp.org/news-centre

News Centre

UNDP and Generali partner to develop insurance and risk finance solutions
Posted April 7, 2022
… Under this multi-year partnership, Generali has committed technical and financial resources
to UNDP’s Insurance and Risk Finance Facility (IRFF) in order to increase the socioeconomic wellbeing
of some of the world’s most vulnerable people and places. The partnership will blend Generali’s
insurance expertise with UNDP’s long-term focus on financing and development…
UN Division for Sustainable Development [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/

News
No new digest content identified.

UN Statistical Commission :: UN Statistics Division [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/

Meetings, events, publications
News
No new digest content identified.

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.unenvironment.org/

Press Releases

06 Apr 2022
UNEP launches new sustainable land use finance impact directory
Geneva, 06 April 2022 – Financial institutions around the world can now measure the positive impact
of their investments into biodiversity conversation, adaptation, mitigation, forest protection and
sustainable…
UNDRR UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.undrr.org/

Latest news
Updates

8 April 2022
Five lessons from COVID-19 on understanding and managing systemic risks

In an increasingly interconnected world, shocks are felt across sectors, borders and scales, revealing
the systemic nature of risks. This holds true for the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, for the effects of
climate change, and also of newly emerging crises
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction

Updates

7 April 2022
1,000 cities commit to disaster resilience
The Bangladeshi municipality of Pangsha has become the 1,000th member of MCR2030, a global
partnership of local governments committed to strengthening their disaster resilience.
UN DESA United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.un.org/en/articles-by-property-w-date/81254
07 Apr 2022 | DESA
New publications catalogue makes searches for sustainable data easier
In search of the latest global population trends? Or the new figures that reveal where the world
economy is heading? Or want to find out how the international community is faring on the global
goals? The answers can likely be found in the new publications catalogue launched by UN DESA this
month to increase both the organization and accessibility of content for its users and readers.
06 Apr 2022 | DESA
Recovering from COVID-19, youth step up efforts for the global goals
Youth leaders, activists and youth-led organizations around the world will gather virtually with
government ministers and officials at the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) this
month to present bold solutions and initiatives for steering recovery from the pandemic and setting the
world back on track to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.
04 Apr 2022 | DESA
Strong institutions to help us build back better
Transforming institutions and governance is key in global efforts to achieve peace and the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This is why public administration experts will gather for their
annual meeting on 4-8 April 2022 with this theme in focus.
ILO International Labour Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/lang--en/index.htm

ILO Newsroom
News

ILO and IMO call for urgent action on seafarers stranded in Ukraine following Russian
aggression
08 April 2022
An estimated 1,000 seafarers are currently stranded in Ukrainian ports and waters with dwindling vital
supplies.

The Future of Work Podcast

Can you really afford not to invest in diversity and inclusion?
08 April 2022
Today, diversity and inclusion have become new buzzwords in the global agenda. Yet, despite some
progress, a lot remains to be done to embed diversity and inclusion in all aspects of the employee
lifecycle and drive productivity, profitability, and innovation in businesses.

Labour inspection

A look into ILO practices promoting effective labour law compliance
07 April 2022
New publication offers an overview of the ILO’s LABADMIN/OSH work through projects to ensure
labour law compliance across the world

World Health Day

Jump-start a healthier and greener recovery
07 April 2022
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the multiple links between public health and the environment.
Sustaining environmental and health gains can therefore help prevent future pandemics and climaterelated crises.

News

Rural women need gender equality, workplace safety
06 April 2022
A strong and positive occupational safety and health culture is vital built on inclusion. However, women
especially in rural sectors are often left out. Developmental approaches to promoting occupational
safety and health, enhancing access to training and other technical advisory services, and increasing
women’s participation can help improve safety and health in the rural sectors and communities.

Diversity and inclusion in the workplace

Greater progress on diversity and inclusion essential to rebuild productive and resilient
workplaces
06 April 2022
High levels of diversity and inclusion in the workplace are associated with greater productivity,
innovation and workforce well-being, yet too little is being done to promote them, particularly among
minority groups, meaning that enterprises, workers and societies are missing out on considerable
potential benefits.

A just transition to greener economies

Bold action needed to reduce carbon emissions
05 April 2022
The latest report from the UN‘s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change outlines opportunities to
reduce carbon emissions and strengthens the ILO‘s call for a just transition to greener economies.

ILO in action

We promote responsible business conduct in Latin America and the Carribean
04 April 2022
ILO Chief Technical Advisor, Olga Orozco, speaks from Peru about the Responsible Business Conduct
project in Latin America and the Caribbean (RBCLAC), which aims to promote smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth in the EU and in Latin America and the Caribbean. Funded by the European Union and
implemented in collaboration with the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and the Office of the High Commissioner of The United Nations for Human Rights (OHCHR),
the project will run until the end of 2022.
UNESCO [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://en.unesco.org/news

Selected Latest News

UNESCO and ICCROM join forces with the Maidan Museum of Kyiv to support Ukraine’s
museums
April 8, 2022
UNESCO, ICCROM and the Maidan Museum in Kyiv (Ukraine) have translated the manual
Endangered Heritage: Emergency Evacuation of Heritage Collections (Спадщина у небезпеці –
Екстрена евакуація культурних цінностей), into Ukrainian. UNESCO will support the distribution of
some 2,000 printed copies across Ukraine, to areas with no or limited internet access.
UNESCO commends the fruitful cooperation with ICCROM and the Maidan Museum of Kyiv on the
Ukrainian translation of this effective and easy-to-use handbook. We will quickly share it with museums
and culture professionals in Ukraine to help prevent the destruction and looting of cultural objects…
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.icomos.org/en/

Announcements
No new digest content identified.

UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

UN-HABITAT United Nations Human Settlements Programme [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://unhabitat.org/

News

3 April 2022
Kenya elected Vice-Chair of the UN-Habitat Executive Board
FAO Food & Agriculture Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2018/en/

No new digest content identified.

World Food Programme [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.wfp.org/news

Selected News Releases

9 April 2022
New assessment confirms deteriorating food security across South Sudan; UN agencies
urge scale up in assistance to stave off hunger
JUBA - Food insecurity is likely to rise by seven percent across South Sudan in the coming months,
compared to last year, according to a new United Nations report on food security. UN organizations are
renewing the call for more humanitarian and livelihoods assistance to stave off looming hunger and
enhance resilience.
8 April 2022
Hunger in West Africa reaches record high in a decade as the region faces an
unprecedented crisis exacerbated by Russia-Ukraine conflict

DAKAR – The number of women, men and children affected by a food and nutrition crisis in West
and Central Africa is expected to reach a new record high in June 2022 - quadrupling in just three
years from 10.7 million in 2019 to 41 million in 2022 - unless appropriate measures are urgently taken,
reveals the Cadre Harmonisé food security analysis released in March 2022.
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/default.aspx

Latest News
No new digest content identified.
IMO [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.imo.org/

What's New
No new digest content identified.
WMO World Meteorological Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

UPU Universal Postal Union [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.upu.int/en/News-Media/Press/Press-Releases

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html

News
No new digest content identified.

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.iso.org/news

News
No new digest content identified.

WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/

Press releases

World Intellectual Property Report: Digitalization Driving Today’s Innovation; Green Tech
Needs Reboot
Apr 7, 2022 PR/2022/888
CBD Convention on Biological Diversity [to 09 Apr 2022]

https://www.cbd.int/

Announcements

08.04.2022 Protecting global biodiversity receives boost as 29 countries pledge over $5
billion to the Global Environment Facility
[See Week in Review above for detail]
::::::
DARPA – Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency [U.S.] [to 09 Apr 2022
https://www.darpa.mil/news

News
No new digest content identified.

USAID
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases

Selected Press Releases, Statements, Announcements

The United States Provides $50 million to Moldova in U.S. Assistance Funding to Alleviate
Human and Economic Consequences of the Kremlin’s War in Ukraine
April 6, 2022
On April 6, Administrator Power announced $50 million of additional economic and development
assistance to bolster Moldova’s resilience to the long-term economic consequences of Putin’s brutal war
in Ukraine.
The United States Provides More Than $311 Million in Emergency Food Assistance for
People Affected by the Major Food Crisis in the Sahel and West African Region
April 6, 2022
To address growing food insecurity that is already affecting tens of millions of people across West
Africa, the United States, through the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), is providing
more than $311 million in additional humanitarian assistance to support vulnerable people in the Sahel
and Lake Chad Basin regions.
United States Providing $114 Million in Humanitarian Assistance to Respond to Drought in
the Horn of Africa
April 6, 2022
In response to the devastating drought in the Horn of Africa, the United States, through the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID) is providing nearly $114 million in additional
humanitarian aid to meet the needs of people in Ethiopia, Kenya, and Somalia, affected by the
unprecedented drought. The region has faced two straight years of inadequate rainfall to support basic
water, agriculture and livestock needs, the impact of which is devastating for a population heavily
dependent on crops and livestock for food and livelihoods. In total, more than 20 million people across
the region are projected to need emergency food assistance this year, a 70 percent increase from the
devastating drought in 2016-2017.
USAID Safeguards Internet Access in Ukraine through Public-Private-Partnership with
SpaceX
April 5, 2022
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has delivered 5,000 Starlink
Terminals to the Government of Ukraine through a public-private partnership with the American
aerospace manufacturer, SpaceX.

On the Urgent Need for Additional Global COVID-19 Resources
April 4, 2022
Statement by Administrator Samantha Power
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, Congress has consistently come together in an inspiring show of
bipartisan support to fund our response. The $10 billion agreement announced this afternoon, while
helping to fund our immediate domestic needs like treatments and tests, unfortunately leaves out the
resources we need to power our global COVID response—an effort that is critical to preventing the
emergence of new deadly variants and moving the world beyond this pandemic.
U.S. Department of State
https://www.state.gov/press-releases/

Press Releases
Press Statement

Russia’s Suspension from the UN Human Rights Council
Antony J. Blinken April 7, 2022

Media Note

G7 Foreign Ministers’ Statement on Russia’s War of Aggression Against Ukraine
April 7, 2022
Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office [U.K.] [nee DFID] [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/foreign-commonwealth-development-office

Selected Press Releases. Announcements

The West must show Putin its collective strength: article by Liz Truss
6 April 2022 — Speech
Writing in the Telegraph, the Foreign Secretary says that to secure a safer, more peaceful world, we
need to double down in supporting Ukraine so that it prevails.
We will not rest until Putin fails and Ukraine prevails: Foreign Secretary’s speech in
Warsaw
4 April 2022 — Speech
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss gave a speech at the British Embassy in Poland about stepping up our
efforts to stop Putin’s appalling war in Ukraine.
ECHO [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://ec.europa.eu/echo/news-stories/news_en

Press Releases
News article | 6 April 2022

Food crisis: the EU takes action to support Africa's Sahel and Lake Chad regions
In the context of the aggravation of the food security and nutrition due to Russia's invasion of Ukraine,
the EU is today reinforcing its political and financial commitment to partner countries in Africa.

News article | 6 April 2022

EU develops strategic reserves for chemical, biological and radio-nuclear emergencies
To improve the EUs preparedness and response to public health risks such as chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) threats, the Commission is building up strategic reserves of response
capacities through the EU Civil Protection Mechanism.

::::::
African Union [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.au.int/

Press releases

28th Commemoration of the 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi in Rwanda (Kwibuka28)
April 06, 2022
The African Union (AU) Commission and the Permanent Mission of the Republic of Rwanda to the
African Union have jointly organized a commemoration of the 1994 genocide against the Tutsi
(Kwibuka28).
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://asean.org/category/news/asean-secretariat-news/

Secretariat News

ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Statement on The Reported Killing of Civilians in Ukraine
April 8, 2022
We, the ASEAN Foreign Ministers, jointly express our deepest condolences to the people of Ukraine
on the reported killing of civilians in Ukraine. We mourn with the bereaved families whose lives and
their loved ones perished in the conflict.
We support the call of the United Nations Secretary-General for an independent investigation of all
alleged atrocities against innocent civilians, including in Bucha to avoid a repeat and to honor justice.
Download the full statement here.
European Commission
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/home/en

Latest [Selected]
Press release 9 April 2022

Stand Up For Ukraine: 9.1 billion euros pledged in support of internally displaced and
refugees
The “Stand Up for Ukraine” global pledging event and campaign has raised 9.1 billion euros for
people fleeing the Russian invasion, inside Ukraine and abroad, including €1 billion from the European
Commission.

Press release 8 April 2022

Ukraine: EU agrees fifth package of restrictive measures against Russia
The European Commission welcomes today's agreement by the Council to adopt a fifth package of
restrictive measures against Putin's regime in response to its brutal aggression against Ukraine and its
people.

Press release 6 April 2022

Food crisis: the EU takes action to support Africa's Sahel and Lake Chad regions
With the aggravation of the food security and nutrition due to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the EU is
today reinforcing its political and financial commitment to partner countries in Africa. A total of €554
million in 2022 will be targeted at increasing food security in Sahel and Lake Chad.
OECD [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/publicationsdocuments/bydate/

Newsroom/Library

No new digest content identified.
Organization of American States (OAS) [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.oas.org/en/

Press Releases

Statement by the OAS Secretary General on the Situation of Political Prisoners in
Nicaragua
April 5, 2022
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.oic-oci.org/

Selected Press Releases

OIC Condemns Escalating Israeli Aggression against the Palestinian People and Calls on
the International Community to Intervene to Stop It
The General Secretariat of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation strongly condemned the
escalating daily attacks and crimes committed by the Israeli occupation forces against the Palestinian
people, their property and sanctities, especially in the occupied city of Al-Quds, where daily violations
of the sanctity of the blessed Aqsa Mosque and barbaric attacks against worshipers in its surroundings
and courtyards, and the restriction of access to it, continue....
04/04/2022
Group of 77 [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.g77.org/

Latest Statements and Speeches
News
No new digest content identified.
::::::
UNCTAD [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://unctad.org/media-centre

Press Releases

04 Apr 2022 UN oceans forum to chart course for 'Blue Deal' on economic recovery and sustainable
growth
UNCTAD/PRESS/PR/2022/005
Geneva, Switzerland
World Customs Organization – WCO [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.wcoomd.org/

Latest News

08 April 2022
Ethics and Transparency: A commitment for all
With the aim of exchanging best practices and motivating Customs Administrations to promote ethics
through WCO tools, the Webinar "Ethics and Transparency - A Commitment for All" was organized by
the Private Sector Consultative Group and the WCO Regional Vice-Chair for the Americas and the
Caribbean…

04 April 2022
Call by UNESCO and partners concerning the risk of illicit trafficking of Ukrainian cultural
property
In times of armed conflict, measures to protect cultural heritage should be reinforced, notably in the
framework of the UNESCO 1970 Convention against illicit trafficking of cultural property. United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), International Institute for the Unification of
Private Law (UNIDROIT), United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), INTERPOL, World
Customs Organization (WCO) and International Federation of Art and Antique Dealer Associations
(CINOA) call upon professionals and the public involved in the trade of cultural property to refrain from
acquiring or taking part in the import, export or transfer of ownership of cultural property when they
have reasonable cause to believe that the objects have been stolen, illegally alienated, clandestinely
excavated or illegally exported from Ukraine.
UNWTO World Tourism Organization [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.unwto.org/news

News
No new digest content identified.

WTO - World Trade Organisation [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm

WTO News and Events [Selected]

Members welcome COVID-19 trade-related measures report, agree on future experience
sharing
31 March 2022
Members welcomed the latest update on export restrictions and prohibitions and trade-easing
measures relating to the COVID-19 pandemic, which was presented by the WTO Secretariat at a
meeting of the Committee on Market Access on 30-31 March. The Committee also heard about the first
experience-sharing session on COVID-19-related goods, where members sought to better understand
how they define lists of “essential goods” to combat the pandemic and the challenges they face with
tariff classification.
DDG Ellard: WTO is essential to the rules-based international order
31 March 2022
In her address to the Steering Committee of the Inter-Parliamentary Union on 31 March, Deputy
Director-General Angela Ellard provided an overview of the state of negotiations in the run-up to the
12th Ministerial Conference (MC12). She also highlighted the importance of the rules based
international order and multilateralism, particularly in light of the war in Ukraine, and called on
parliamentarians to help “make the world safer and more prosperous through trade”. The full text of
her remarks is below.
WTO issues inventory of COVID-19 information resources
30 March 2022
The WTO has published a compilation of information resources, such as databases and reports, that
provide information and data on a wide range of issues relating to COVID-19. The inventory provides a
useful tool for government officials and other stakeholders wishing to access information about the
latest developments regarding COVID-19.
::::::

IPU Inter-Parliamentary Union [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ipu.org/news/press-releases

Press releases
No new digest content identified.

International Court of Justice [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.icj-cij.org/en/press-releases

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

International Criminal Court (ICC) [to 09 Apr 2022]

Trying individuals for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity
https://www.icc-cpi.int/

News

Statement of ICC Prosecutor, Karim A.A. Khan QC, at the opening of the Trial in the case of
the Prosecutor v. Ali Muhammad Ali Abd-Al-Rahman
Statement 6 April 2022
::::::
World Bank [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/all

Selected News, Announcements

Remarks by Mamta Murthi, Vice President for Human Development at the Gavi COVAX AMC
“Break COVID Now” Summit
Date: April 08, 2022 Type: Statement
IMF [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.imf.org/en/News/Search?type=News+Article

News, Announcements

April 8, 2022
IMF Executive Board Approves the Establishment of a Multi-Donor Administered Account
for Ukraine
April 7, 2022
IMF Reaches Staff-Level Agreement on Economic Policies with Lebanon for a Four-Year
Extended Fund Facility
April 5, 2022
New IMF Staff Paper Strategy to Manage the Long-Term Risks of COVID-19
April 5, 2022
Transcript of Global Strategy to Manage the Long-term Risks of COVID-19 Press Briefing
Asian Development Bank [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.adb.org/news/releases

[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of countrylevel announcements are added each week]
7 Apr 2022
ADB, LDC Sign $100 Million Loan to Support Smallholder Farmer Livelihoods and Climate
Resilience
ADB and LDC, signed a loan of up to $100 million to help smallholder farmers recover from the
economic challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and improve their resilience to climate change
impacts.
6 Apr 2022
Developing Asia Economies Set to Grow 5.2% this Year Amid Global Uncertainty
Developing Asia’s economies are forecast to grow 5.2% this year and 5.3% in 2023, thanks to a
robust recovery in domestic demand and continued expansion in exports.
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.aiib.org/en/news-events/news/index.html

[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of countrylevel announcements are added each week]
News
No new digest content identified.
IFAD International Fund for Agricultural Development [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ifad.org/web/latest/news

News

06 APR
Small-scale farmers and climate adaptation – an under-reported story and world’s
premiere of short film with Chef Carlo Cracco are featured at the Perugia International
Journalism festival
04 APR
US$20 million loan from India boosts IFAD’s efforts to tackle hunger and poverty in rural
areas
Islamic Development Bank
https://www.isdb.org/

[to 09 Apr 2022]

News
No new digest content identified.
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*
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Week in Review
Key Agency/IGO/Governments Watch - Selected Updates from 30+ entities
INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch - Media Releases, Major Initiatives, Research
Foundation/Major Donor Watch -Selected Updates
Journal Watch - Key articles and abstracts from 100+ peer-reviewed journals

*

*

*

*

:: INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch
We monitor media releases and other announcements around key initiatives, new research and major
organizational change from a growing number of global NGOs, collaborations, and initiatives across the
human rights, humanitarian response and development spheres of action. WE will not reference
fundraising announcements, programs, events or appeals, and generally not include content which is
primarily photo-documentation or video in format.
Action Contre la Faim – Action Against Hunger [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.actioncontrelafaim.org

Communiqués de presse
No new digest content identified.

Alliance for International Medical Action (ALIMA) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://alima.ngo/en/

PRESS RELEASES

West Africa faces its worst food crisis in ten years, with over 27 million people already
suffering from hunger
05-04-2022
An additional 11 million people could be pushed to hunger just over the next three months
ALIMA, OXFAM, Action contre la Faim, Save the Children, World Vision, International Rescue
Committee, Norwegian Refugee Council, Care, HI, tearfund, Mercy Corps…
Amref Health Africa [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://newsroom.amref.org/category/press-releases/

Selected Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Aravind Eye Care System [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://aravind.org/

Aravind News
No new digest content identified.

Blue Shield International [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://theblueshield.org/category/bsi-news/

BSI News
No new digest content identified.
BRAC [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.brac.net/#news

Latest

No new digest content identified.
Clubhouse International [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html

News/Events
No new digest content identified.

Danish Refugee Council [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://drc.ngo/

Press Releases

UKRAINE CRISIS: The EU and Member States Must Now Work Together to Put
Commitments into Practice
28. March 2022
We welcome the EU institutions and Member States’ commitment to receiving and protecting
refugees fleeing the crisis in Ukraine. The speed and unanimity with which the Temporary Protection
Directive (TPD) was adopted shows that when there is political will, the European Union can come
together to uphold its values of respect for human rights and protecting those fleeing persecution, war
and violence. Now it is time for the EU institutions and Member States to coordinate and facilitate
putting these commitments into practice.
ECPAT [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.ecpat.net/news

News from ECPAT

Apr 4, 2022
In Ukraine, in Yemen, in Syria, in Ethiopia—in conflicts all around the world

ECPAT is calling for stronger protection of children affected by war.
EIFL – Electronic Information for Libraries [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.eifl.net/news

EIFL works with libraries to enable access to knowledge for education, learning, research and
sustainable community development
Enhancing repositories in EIFL partner countries
08 Apr 2022
Advocating for the creation and maintenance of open public infrastructures that enable the
publication and sharing of research in open access (...)

Open Access Programme - Armenia, Congo, Ghana, Lesotho, Uganda
Fountain House [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.fountainhouse.org/news

Selected Press Releases/Events
Events

Partners in Care: A new person-centered curriculum focused on recovery for people with
serious mental illness
April 14, April 21, and April 28, 2022
Presented by Fountain House & World Psychiatric Association

GE2P2 Global [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://centerforvaccineethicsandpolicy.net/

News/Analysis/Statements

:: Vaccines and Global Health: The Week in Review - past weekly editions and posting of all
segments of are available here.
:: Informed Consent: A Monthly Review – April 2022 is now posted here
:: Statement on ICF [Informed Consent Form] Posting for Clinical Trials Involving Gene
Editing/Gene Therapies - Invitation to Endorse
:: Patients, Politics, Pressure :: Pharma Stays Steady [Mostly] In Russia Sanctions Context
Observations at 30 March 2022
David R Curry
Humanity & Inclusion [nee Handicap International] [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://hi.org/en/index

News

How to provide rehabilitation care to people presenting complications
Health | Rehabilitation | Libya | PUBLISHED ON April 8th 2022
HI cares for injured Ukrainians in armed conflict
Armed violence reduction | Emergency | Rehabilitation | Ukraine | PUBLISHED ON April 7th 2022
HI supports the care of burn victims and amputees in Ukraine.
Heifer International [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.heifer.org/

News & Press
No new digest content identified.

HelpAge International [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.helpage.org/newsroom/latest-news/

Selected News Releases, Statements, Reports

A Statement from HelpAge International in response to the warning that people should
flee eastern Ukraine
In response to the warning for all civilians in eastern Ukraine to evacuate the area, HelpAge
International's CEO Justin Derbyshire outlined a more complicated picture.
Posted: 08 April 2022
Celebration, observation or recognition of failure? 20 years on from the Madrid
International Plan of Action on Ageing
Twenty years ago, the Second World Assembly on Ageing adopted the Madrid International Plan of
Action on Ageing (MIPAA). Dr Alexandre Sidorenko, a HelpAge board member and policy expert on
ageing who coordinated the Second World Assembly on Ageing, where the MIPAA was drafted, looks
back on what progress, if any, has been made.
Posted: 08 April 2022

ICRC [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new

What’s New [Selected]

The use of force in law enforcement operations
States often face situations in which their officials have to use force to maintain or restore public
security, law and order in armed conflicts or situations of violence that do not meet the threshold of
applicability of international humanitarian l
06-04-2022 | Legal factsheet
What is international humanitarian law?
International humanitarian law (IHL) is a set of rules that seeks, for humanitarian reasons, to limit
the effects of armed conflict.
06-04-2022 | Legal factsheet
IFRC [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/news/press-releases/

Press Releases [Selected]

08/04/2022
St. Vincent and the Grenadines: Recovery efforts continue to be crucial one year after the
La Soufrière eruption
06/04/2022
People affected by crises everywhere deserve same strong support provided to Ukraine
response
International Medical Corps (IMC) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://internationalmedicalcorps.org/stories-and-news/

Selected Press Releases/Updates/Alerts
No new digest content identified.

IRC [International Rescue Committee] [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.rescue.org/media-center

Media highlights [Selected]
Press Release

Syria 11 years on: Hunger, drought and a collapsing economy threaten even more misery
for millions, the IRC warns
March 15, 2022

Press Release

IRC welcomes two month truce in Yemen, permanent ceasefire still needed
April 7, 2022

Press Release

Access to health care remains a challenge for Venezuelans in host countries: IRC warns
April 6, 2022

Press Release

IRC: 7.1 million people are now internally displaced in Ukraine

April 6, 2022
Press Release
As Poland welcomes over 2 million refugees from Ukraine, IRC assessment finds people in
need of work, shelter and cash
April 5, 2022
IRCT [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://irct.org/

Latest News
No new digest content identified.
Islamic Relief Worldwide [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.islamic-relief.org/

Selected Press Releases

Islamic Relief ramps up support in Afghanistan amid humanitarian crisis
Published: 7 April, 2022
War in Ukraine exacerbating food crisis in the Horn of Africa
Published: 4 April, 2022
Landsea [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/

What’s New
No new digest content identified.

Medecins du Monde [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/

Selected Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Mercy Corps [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases

News Releases & Alerts

April 07, 2022
Sahel's high-level donor meeting falls short of meeting the needs of the hungry
On April 6, 20202, the EU, the Sahel and West Africa Club, and the Global Network Against Food
Crises convened a high...
MSF/Médecins Sans Frontières [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.msf.org/

Latest [Selected Announcements]
Mozambique

Adapting healthcare in Mocímboa da Praia as people flee or return home
Interview 8 Apr 2022

Iraq

Delivering babies in a city with few maternity services
Project Update 6 Apr 2022

Mediterranean migration

Over 100 deaths at sea in one week as European States look away
Press Release 6 Apr 2022

War in Ukraine

Area around hospitals, houses, bombed in Mykolaiv
Press Release 5 Apr 2022

Cameroon

MSF suspends medical activities in South-West Cameroon over ongoing staff detention
Press Release 5 Apr 2022

War in Ukraine

“You have a medical train? I have patients for you.”
Voices from the Field 3 Apr 2022
Operation Smile [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office
Program and Mission Schedule
… a complete list of current and planned programs.
Norwegian Refugee Council [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.nrc.no/

Press releases
Ukraine | 08. Apr 2022

Ukraine: I/NGO statement on the targeting of civilians and civilian infrastructure
We, the undersigned humanitarian organizations, are shocked and disturbed by the level of
humanitarian needs and mass civilian deaths, casualties, and sexual violence against women and girls
witnessed in different regions across Ukraine.

Colombia | 08. Apr 2022

Colombia: 274,000 people affected by violence in two months
Colombians face a dangerous increase in violence, displacement and humanitarian needs, as they
commemorate Victims’ Day 9 April.

Somalia | 07. Apr 2022

NGOs warn of possible famine in Somalia as drought worsens, urgent action required
NRC has joined more than 60 NGOs in a joint letter to the United Nations Secretary General, warning of
possible famine and calling for greater support for the crisis.

Africa | 05. Apr 2022

West Africa faces its worst food crisis in ten years, with over 27 million people already
suffering from hunger

West Africa is hit by its worst food crisis in a decade, with 27 million people going hungry. This number
could rise to 38 million this June - a new historic level and already a quarter surge over last yearunless urgent action is taken. This alert is issued by eleven international organizations in response to
new analyses of the March 2022 Cadre Harmonisé (CH), ahead of the virtual conference on the food
and nutrition crisis in the Sahel and Lake Chad organized by the European Union and the Sahel and
West Africa Club.

Yemen | 02. Apr 2022

Yemen: We hope the truce opens a new chapter of peace and stability
Statement by the Norwegian Refugee Council’s Yemen Country Director Erin Hutchinson in reaction to
the announced two-month truce and opening of Sana’a airport and
OXFAM [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.oxfam.org/en/

Press Releases

West Africa faces its worst food crisis in ten years, with over 27 million people already
suffering from hunger
4 April 2022
West Africa is hit by its worst food crisis in a decade, with 27 million people going hungry. This number
could rise to 38 million this June - a new historic level and already an increase by more than a third
over last year- unless urgent action is taken.
Oxfam reaction to the IPCC’s Working Group III report on climate change mitigation
4 April 2022
Responding to the publication today of the IPCC’s Working Group III report on climate change
mitigation, Oxfam’s Climate Policy Lead Nafkote Dabi said: “This IPCC report pulls no punches. It’s not
about taking our foot off the accelerator anymore —it’s about slamming on the brakes. A warming
planet is humanity’s biggest emergency."
Pact [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.pactworld.org/

Latest News
No new digest content identified.
Partners In Health [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.pih.org/news

News
No new digest content identified.

PATH [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.path.org/media-center/

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Plan International/BORNEfonden [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://plan-international.org/about-plan/resources/media-centre

News

Stand up for children, especially girls, impacted by conflict in Ukraine

Undated

Save The Children [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.savethechildren.net/news
8 April 2022 - Ukraine
Four children among 39 people killed at Kramatorsk railway station strike
7 April 2022 - Zambia
Slow onset disaster: How climate change in Zambia is creating hidden misery for millions
6 April 2022 - Ukraine
Two children injured, two adults killed in hospital attack in southern Ukraine
5 April 2022 - Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali ...
Joint press release: West Africa faces its worst food crisis in ten years, with over 27 million
people already suffering from hunger
4 April 2022 - Syria
Response to the killing of four children in Idlib, Syria
Tostan [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.tostan.org

News/Events

[SENEGAL] Marième Bamba, an award-winning woman leader
Apr 7, 2022
THROWBACK TO 2022 INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY Marième Bamba is a woman in her fifties
from Soudiane, a village located in the department of Fatick in Senegal. She is a very dynamic woman
and mother of four children who used to work in agriculture and trade...
Women for Women International [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.womenforwomen.org/blogs

Blogs & Updates
No new digest content identified.
World Vision [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://wvi.org/

Newsroom

“Stand Up For Ukraine” Donor Conference “Yet Another Critical Moment in this Conflict”
say...
April 8th 2022
West Africa faces its worst food crisis in ten years, with over 27 million people already ...
April 5th 2022
::::::

Electronic Frontiers Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.eff.org/updates?type=press_release

No new digest content identified.

Freedom House [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://freedomhouse.org/news-perspectives/press-releases-statements

Latest Updates

Turkey: Authorities Abdicate Responsibility, Deny Justice in Khashoggi Case

Press release
April 8, 2022

Freedom House Experts Join Executive Leadership Team

Press release
April 4, 2022

Human Rights Watch [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.hrw.org/

Featured Commentary, Announcements, Statements

April 8, 2022
Russia: Government Shuts Down Human Rights Watch Office
Russia’s Justice Ministry on April 8, 2022 canceled the registration of Human Rights Watch, along
with Amnesty International and 13 other offices of foreign nongovernmental organizations and
foundations, Human Rights Watch said today.
:: Ukraine: Apparent War Crimes in Russia-Controlled Areas
:: Migrants, Asylum Seekers Locked Up in Ukraine
:: Russia, Ukraine, and Social Media and Messaging Apps

Africa

April 6, 2022
News Release
Ethiopia: Crimes Against Humanity in Western Tigray Zone

Americas

April 8, 2022
News Release
El Salvador: Sweeping New Laws Endanger Rights

Europe/Central Asia

April 7, 2022
News Release
Greece Using Other Migrants to Expel Asylum Seekers
Transparency International [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases

Press

Egypt: European Union’s lift of Mubarak sanctions signals impunity for corrupt actors

On Wednesday, the European Court of Justice unfroze the assets of deceased Egyptian president
Hosni Mubarak, allowing his family access to the funds. Transparency International EU estimates
Mubarak…
08 April 2022
International aid organisations must respect humanitarian standards in Ukraine response
Transparency International Ukraine calls on donors and humanitarian agencies to ensure their
response is based on humanitarian principles and accountable to those in need. The Russian invasion
of…
06 April 2022
:::::
ChildFund Alliance [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://childfundalliance.org/

News/ Statements
No new digest content identified.
CONCORD [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://concordeurope.org/

Latest News and Events
No new digest content identified.
The Elders [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://theelders.org/news-insight

Opinion

Public financing for primary health care is key to rebuilding after COVID-19
Gro Harlem Brundtland
7 April 2022
Gro Harlem Brundtland explores how investing in Public Health Care helps strengthen health security
and broadens access for the marginalised and vulnerable.

News

We need each other in the struggle for a more peaceful, just world
Hina Jilani
4 April 2022
Hina Jilani reflects on the ongoing situation in Ukraine and the steps needed to secure access to
justice for all.
Evidence Aid [to 09 Apr 2022]

Evidence Aid aims to save lives and livelihoods in disasters by providing decision-makers with the best
available evidence and by championing its use.
http://www.evidenceaid.org/

New Resources

Mental health and work experiences of interpreters in the mental health care of refugees
Added April 4, 2022

Gavi [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.gavi.org/

News Releases

8 April 2022
World leaders commit US$ 4.8 billion to help Break COVID Now

[See COVID above for detail]

7 April 2022
Nepal introduces Typhoid vaccine into routine immunisation across the country
:: The Ministry of Health and Population, Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, UNICEF, WHO and other partners
are collaborating on the nationwide typhoid vaccine introduction including a catch-up campaign, which
seeks to vaccinate all children from the age of 15 months to 15 years to protect them from typhoid
fever.
:: The campaign aims to reach 95% coverage of nearly 7.5 million children with the typhoid conjugate
vaccine (TCV) and simultaneously identify ‘zero-dose’ children and those that have missed other
routine vaccines.
7 April 2022
New Gavi Risk Sharing Partnership with MedAccess and the Open Society Foundations to
help meet country demand for COVID-19 vaccines
:: Gavi, MedAccess and the Open Society Foundations announce a new partnership to create an
innovative Risk Sharing Facility to support the COVAX Cost-Sharing Mechanism.
:: The partnership aims to build on intensive efforts by Gavi to extend its suite of innovative financing
instruments to help donors and countries stretch their available resources as the pandemic shifts and
to protect against future shocks. The Facility’s instruments also represent a pathway and toolkit to
address future global health crises.
:: This new partnership comes as Gavi seeks to raise additional funds to support COVAX. April 8 will
see Germany, Indonesia and Senegal co-host the 2022 Gavi COVAX AMC Summit, where governments,
international organisations, civil society and the private sector will come together to renew their
commitment to global vaccination.
6 April 2022
Indonesia and Senegal to co-host 2022 Gavi COVAX AMC Summit, together with Germany
Global Fund [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/

News & Stories
No new digest content identified.

ICVA - International Council of Voluntary Agencies [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://icvanetwork.org/

Latest Resources/Upcoming Events
No new digest content identified.
InterAction [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.interaction.org/

Latest Updates
Global Development

Impossible Tradeoffs: Responding to COVID-19, Adapting to Climate Change, or Repaying
Debts?
Claudia Sanchez de Lozada Josh Kaplan | Apr 7, 2022

Global Development

G7 Policy Paper: 2022 G7 Summit Recommendations
Ben Bestor | Apr 5, 2022

Humanitarian Coordination & Practice

InterAction and ICVA Welcome the U.N. Secretary-General’s Action Agenda on Internal
Displacement and Call for Details on its Implementation
Jérôme Elie Rose Worden | Apr 5, 2022
::::::
3ie International Initiative for Impact Evaluation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.3ieimpact.org/

Publications/Events/Blogs
News
No new digest content identified.
CHS Alliance [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://chsalliance.org/

Our Impact/Events
Highlights
Resource

Speaking plainly – accessible versions of the CHS in 18 languages
The plain language version of the Core Humanitarian Standard is available in Ukrainian - as well as
17 other languages...
Development Initiatives [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://devinit.org/news/

News
No new digest content identified.
::::::

Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action
(ALNAP)
[to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.alnap.org/

News

Localisation Re-imagined: The three types of localisation
4 April 2022
Arbie Baguios
‘Localisation re-imagined’ is ALNAP’s six-part essay series on locally-led humanitarian action authored
by Arbie Baguios, founder and researcher at Aid Re-imagined. Each of the essays, which are published
monthly, explores a dichotomy of the localisation debate.
In this fifth article, Arbie explains it as a spectrum ranging from instrumental to progressive
localisation.

Disasters Emergency Committee [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre

LATEST PRESS RELEASES
No new digest content identified.

EHLRA/R2HC/HIF [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/

News
No new digest content identified.

Geneva Centre of Humanitarian Studies [nee CERAH] – [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://humanitarianstudies.ch/

News
News/Events

Launch: Ukraine Crisis Health Science Resource
7/04/22
This new resource page aims to inform governments, humanitarian organisations, our students and
media representatives of the latest research papers on the health situation of those fleeing Ukraine or
trapped in the country. This page includes systematic reviews and primary and secondary analysis and
it also refers to online resources from reputable organisations where updated information is published.
Groupe URD [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.urd.org/en/

Publications, Events, News
Studies and research

Local and conventional aid actors: taking inspiration from new ways of working together
April 2021 - March 2022
This study reviews the most inspiring ideas and practices related to aid localisation. Rather than
focusing on the usual distinctions between local, national and international actors, it highlights the

potential that they have in working together to overcome the large-scale and systemic crises of the
future.
International Humanitarian Studies Association [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://ihsa.info/

Weekly humanitarian blog posts selection

War and displacement in Ukraine and elsewhere
28th March – 4th April
This week we focus on war, displacement and migration, in Ukraine but also elsewhere. We have a
blog that argues for emphasizing the welcoming of refugees rather than war and numbers – a narrative
which risks leading to fear and deterrence. The UK Nationality and Borders Bill focuses on deterrence,
criminalising refugees who do not arrive via safe legal routes but not acknowledging that for many
such routes do not exist. An analysis of social media highlights the polarisation of debate on migration
in Europe.
The selected blogs also cover wars in Burkina Faso and Ethiopia – where a coup or a humanitarian
truce present little change in practice. Climate migration also features – and according to the IPCC
report is already happening on a large scale.
On Ukraine, we have a couple of blogs which highlight the global implications of the war, on energy
supplies, geopolitics, on food security. The Horn of Africa in particular is suffering from increased food
prices because of war in Ukraine. Others focus on the role of women as warriors as well as victims and
the likelihood that Russia is guilty of genocide.
INEE – an international network for education in emergencies [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://inee.org/

News/Events
No new digest content identified.

Professionals in Humanitarian Assistance and Protection (PHAP) [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://phap.org/

Association news, events
No new digest content identified.

Sphere [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://spherestandards.org/news/

News
No new digest content identified.

Start Network [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://startnetwork.org/news-and-blogs

News and Blog
No new digest content identified.
Unitaid [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://unitaid.org/

Featured News

07 April 2022
On World Health Day, Unitaid rallies around the “Our Planet, our Health” campaign
Geneva – Unitaid joins partners to observe World Health Day 2022 today, reaffirming its strong
commitment to contribute to keep humans and the planet healthy.
Climate change has been identified as the single biggest health threat of the 21st century, already
harming the world’s most vulnerable people and menacing to undermine decades of progress in global
health…
::::::
Brookings
http://www.brookings.edu/
Accessed 09 Apr 2022

Latest Research
Report

Expanding the Infrastructure Talent Pipeline and Boosting Economic Opportunity
Thursday, April 7, 2022

Report

Institutionalizing inclusive growth: Rewiring systems to rebuild local economies
Joseph Parilla, Ryan Donahue, and Sarena Martinez
Thursday, April 7, 2022

Global Development

Social and development impact bonds by the numbers
Emily Gustafsson-Wright, Izzy Boggild-Jones, Onyeka Nwabunnia, and Sarah Osborne
Thursday, April 7, 2022

Report

Protest matters: The effects of protests on economic redistribution
Belinda Archibong, Tom Moerenhout, and Evans Osabuohien
Wednesday, April 6, 2022

Report

Effective engagement with Africa: Capitalizing on shifts in business, technology, and global
partnerships
Landry Signé and Chris Heitzig
Wednesday, April 6, 2022
Center for Global Development [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.cgdev.org/

Research [Selected]
CGD NOTES

Policy Actions for the US Government to Accelerate Access to Oral Antivirals for COVID-19
in Low- and Middle-Income Countries
Javier Guzman et al.
April 07, 2022
While oral antivirals are not a substitute for vaccination, they are key to preventing severe illness,
saving lives, and preserving health systems. Vaccination rates continue to be low in low-income

countries; only 14 percent of the population in low-income countries has received one dose of the
vac...

WORKING PAPERS

Fiscal Policy for Inclusive Growth in Asia
Benedict Clements et al.
April 06, 2022
This pape r discusses how fiscal policy can help foster more inclusive growth in developing Asia. On
average, government expenditures in developing Asia are higher, as a share of gross domestic product,
than those in Latin America and the Caribbean. Relative to Latin America, developing Asia spends m...

WORKING PAPERS

Priorities for Strengthening Key Revenue Sources in Asia
Sanjeev Gupta and João Tovar Jalles
April 06, 2022
This paper discusses the evolution of key taxes in the past 20 years in developing Asia and fiscal
challenges that these countries face in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. It presents estimates of tax
capacity and tax potential and discusses the productivity of key taxes in the region. The paper find...
CSIS
https://www.csis.org/

Accessed 09 Apr 2022
Report

Equity and Diversity in the Nation’s Cyber Workforce: Addressing the Data Gaps
April 5, 2022 | Irving Lachow Focusing on equity and diversity in building the nation's cyber workforce
can lead to a positive impact on growth and performance. This report looks at how to address the data
gap in understanding the current diversity of the U.S. cyber workforce.

Report

Securing Asia’s Subsea Network: U.S. Interests and Strategic Options
April 5, 2022 | Matthew P. Goodman This brief explores Asia's evolving subsea cable network, explains
why trusted cable networks are a key ingredient for U.S. competitiveness in the global economy, and
offers recommendations for bolstering U.S. interests in the region.

Report

Space Threat Assessment 2022
April 4, 2022 | Todd Harrison, Kaitlyn Johnson, Makena Young The 2022 Space Threat Assessment
covers the growing counterspace capabilities of China, Russia, India, Iran, North Korea, and others. It
also analyzes several key events, including the 2021 Russian ASAT test, the supposed Chinese FOBS
test, and Russian jamming in Ukraine.

Report

Multilateral Trade Arrangements and Climate Provisions
April 1, 2022 | Emily Benson, William Alan Reinsch A new CSIS paper assesses sectoral standards
bodies, evaluates environmental provisions in trade agreements, and explores opportunities for
addressing climate concerns in newer trade arrangements, such as the green steel deal and IndoPacific Economic Framework.
ODI [Overseas Development Institute] [to 09 Apr 2022]

https://odi.org/en/publications/

Publications

The future of France-Africa relations: lessons from France’s engagement with Africa under
Macron and recommendations for the incoming President of France
07 April 2022
Other
Public narratives and attitudes towards refugees and other migrants: France country
profile
05 April 2022
Case/country studies
Migration and the future of care: supporting older people and care workers
05 April 2022

Research reports
Key Messages
-

-

-

-

Many high-income countries are facing a rapidly increasing demand for older persons’ care,
alongside huge workforce shortages. Workforce shortages are directly linked to the sector’s low
pay, poor working conditions and the undervalued nature of care work. These stem from the
feminisation of care work, including paid employment, and the impact of more recent austerity,
privatisation and marketisation trends.
Migrants are essential to the delivery of older persons’ care in many high-income countries, often
filling gaps left by inadequate formal care systems. They also help to make care affordable for
those who would otherwise go without support. However, they are more likely than local workers to
encounter low pay and poor working conditions, particularly if working in home care, and if
undocumented.
Few examples of labour migration pathways exist that bring in sufficient numbers of older persons’
care workers who are able to work under fair employment conditions. Where pathways have been
used, careful design is required to guard against the exploitation of these workers and to ensure
continuity of care.
Countries need to make the sector more attractive to local workers. However, recruiting migrant
workers appears to be the only way to provide safe and high-quality care for older people, both
now and in the medium-term as countries age rapidly. Ensuring ethical and sustainable
international recruitment should be an immediate policy priority.

Rand [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.rand.org/pubs.html

Reports, Selected Journal Articles

[No new digest content identified]
RoRI [Research on Research Institute] [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://researchonresearch.org/

We're an open and independent new initiative providing data, analysis and intelligence on how to make
research systems more strategic, open, diverse and inclusive.
RoRI News, Events
No new digest content identified.
Alan Turing Institute

https://www.turing.ac.uk/news

News, Research, Events
No new digest content identified.
Urban Institute [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.urban.org/publications

Research Publications
Testimony

Understanding The 2014 DC Tax Revision Commission’s Recommendation to Eliminate
Certain Individual Income Tax Expenditures
April 8, 2022

Brief

What If the American Rescue Plan Act Premium Tax Credits Expire?
April 7, 2022

Brief

Access to Reproductive Health Care for Women in Treatment for Substance Use Disorder
April 6, 2022

Research Report

Year 2 Evaluation of the PRO Neighborhoods Purple Line Collaborative
April 6, 2022

Research Report

Columbus Market: Keys Unlock Dreams Initiative
April 6, 2022

Brief

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Caseloads Early in the Pandemic
April 5, 2022

Brief

Increasing Job Quality Through Greater Employer Transparency
April 5, 2022
The Wistar Institute [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.wistar.org/news/press-releases

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

World Economic Forum [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://agenda.weforum.org/news/

Media [Selected]

Billion-Dollar Boost for Farmers to Safeguard EU Food Security
News 03 Apr 2022
- The war in Ukraine has made it even more critical for the EU to reinforce its food systems in a way
that ensures supplies in the near-term as well as safeguards long-term resilience

-

-

As it stands, growth in the EU’s agricultural sector has come at the expense of environmental
health, with soil degradation costing nearly €100 billion and threatening future crop supply
Farmers must be at the centre of solutions to reverse these trends; if they are supported to take
climate-smart actions, the EU could restore soil health of over 14% of its total agricultural land to
fight future food shocks and add up to €9.3 billion annually to farmers’ incomes by 2030
Findings come from a survey of 1,600 farmers from seven countries that represent 75% of the EU’s
farmer base.
Read the full findings in a new report here

::::::
ISC / International Science Council [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://council.science/current/

ISC is a non-governmental organization with a unique global membership that brings together 40
international scientific Unions and Associations and over 140 national and regional scientific
organizations including Academies and Research Councils.
News Blogs Podcasts Events
News

New Technical Advisory Group to support the Global Commission on Science Missions for
Sustainability
07.04.2022
The recently appointed Group is working towards the development of actionable pathways for the
Global Commission, aiming to deliver key recommendations in the third quarter of 2022.

News

ISC joins Scholars at Risk
05.04.2022
The International Science Council (ISC) is delighted to announce its membership of Scholars at Risk
(SAR), a network of over 520 higher education institutions in 43 countries working to protect
threatened scholars, prevent attacks on higher education and promote academic freedom.
National Academy of Engineering - USA [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.nae.edu/31222/MediaRoom

Latest News & Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

National Academy of Medicine - USA [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://nam.edu/programs/

News
No new digest content identified.

National Academy of Sciences - USA [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.nasonline.org/news-and-multimedia/

News

NCES Should Make Strategic Changes to Meet 21st-Century Education Data Needs ' New
Report
April 6, 2022

The National Center for Education Statistics should make strategic changes to meet new education
data needs by investing in a culture of innovation new types of data and expanded data access services
says the final report in a series written for the Institute of Education Sciences.
Ensuring Human Control over AI-Infused Systems
April 6, 2022
Human control over technology was a concern thousands of years ago when early humans sought to
ensure safe use of fire. Later control over horse-drawn wagons and eventually steam engines led to
debates about how to make the most of their benefits while limiting dangers. Now questions of control
are central in the design of AI-infused technologies for which some advocates envision full machine
autonomy while others promote human autonomy.
National Endowment for the Humanities [U.S.] [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.neh.gov/newsroom?f%5B0%5D=news_type%3A281&f%5B1%5D=newsroom_content_ty
pe%3Anews

Newsroom
No new digest content identified.

NIH [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases

News Releases
No new digest content identified.
::::::

CIOMS – COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF MEDICAL SCIENCES [to 09
Apr 2022]
https://cioms.ch/

News; Publications

Comments invited
Report of CIOMS Working Group XI: Patient involvement in the development, regulation and
safe use of medicines. The draft report and the comment form are available here. Closing date for
comments: 11 April 2022
Hastings Center
https://www.thehastingscenter.org/for-media/

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Nuffield Council on Bioethics
https://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/news

News

04 Apr 2022
Mitochondrial donation to prevent the transmission of inherited mitochondrial disorders
passes the Senate in Australia

The Australian Senate have passed a Bill, known as ‘Maeve’s law’, that will make it legal for those at
risk of passing on a severe mitochondrial disorder to their offspring to avoid this outcome by the use of
assisted reproductive techniques known as ‘mitochondrial donation’.
World Medical Association [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.wma.net/news-press/press-releases/

Press Releases

WMA Opposes Independent Nurse Legislation
09.04.2022
Legislation by the Korean Government to allow nurses to practice medical activities independently
from physicians has been opposed by the World Medical Association.
Indian Prime Minister urged to stop attacks on physicians
08.04.2022
Following the suicide of a leading Indian physician, the World Medical Association has written to
India’s Prime Minister urging him to stop the high number attacks on physicians and other health
personnel in the country…
Physician Leaders Shocked by Bombing of Ukrainian Medical Facilities
07.04.2022
*

*

*

*
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Week in Review
Key Agency/IGO/Governments Watch - Selected Updates from 30+ entities
INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch - Media Releases, Major Initiatives, Research
Foundation/Major Donor Watch -Selected Updates
Journal Watch - Key articles and abstracts from 100+ peer-reviewed journals

:: Foundation/Major Donor Watch

We will primarily monitor press/media releases announcing key initiatives and new research from a
growing number of global foundations and donors engaged in the human rights, humanitarian
response and development spheres of action. This Watch section is not intended to be exhaustive, but
indicative.
Paul G. Allen Frontiers Group [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://alleninstitute.org/news-press/

News
No new digest content identified.

BMGF - Gates Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/ideas/media-center

Press Releases and Statements

No new digest content identified.
Blue Meridian Partners [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.emcf.org/capital-aggregation/blue-meridian-partners/

Blue Meridian Partners is a new capital aggregation collaboration that plans to invest at least $1 billion
in high-performance nonprofits that are poised to have truly national impact for economically
disadvantaged children and youth.
No new digest content identified.
Annie E. Casey Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.aecf.org/newsroom/

Newsroom
No new digest content identified.

Clinton Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/media-center/

News & Updates

April 8, 2022
President Clinton, Secretary Clinton, Chelsea Clinton to host hundreds of student leaders
at the 2022 CGI U Annual Meeting, featuring conversations with First Lady Jill Biden and
others
President Clinton, Secretary Clinton, Chelsea Clinton to host hundreds of student leaders at the 2022
CGI U Annual Meeting, featuring conversations with First Lady Jill Biden, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
and U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Vivek H. Murthy
Co Impact [to 09 Apr 2022]
www.co-impact.io

Co-Impact is a global philanthropic collaborative for systems change focused on improving the lives of
millions of people around the world.
Press Releases
No new digest content identified.
Ford Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.fordfoundation.org/press-room/

Press Highlights
No new digest content identified.

J. Paul Getty Trust [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.getty.edu/about/#news

Latest News

NYU Provost Katherine E. Fleming Named President and CEO of the J. Paul Getty Trust

Press Release

The senior administrator and scholar of Mediterranean history will join Getty August 1
Apr 05, 2022

School Groups Return to Getty for the First Time Since the Pandemic Began

Article

“We really needed to go on this field trip”
Apr 06, 2022
GHIT Fund [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ghitfund.org/newsroom/press

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Grameen Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://grameenfoundation.org/stories/press-releases

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

William and Flora Hewlett Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://hewlett.org/latest-updates/

Latest Updates

A moral political economy that puts people above property

Economy and Society

By Darrick Hamilton, Grieve Chelwa, and Avi Green; Institute on Race, Power and the Political Economy
at the New School
April 7, 2022
5 questions for Donald Cohen of In the Public Interest
Economy and Society April 7, 2022
Hewlett Names Ali Noorani as Program Director for U.S. Democracy
Ali Noorani, a veteran nonprofit leader and coalition builder in fields ranging from public health to
immigration, has been named as the new Program Director of the William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation’s U.S. Democracy program. Noorani will join Hewlett in July 2022. Hewlett’s U.S.
Democracy program supports essential pillars of democracy — trustworthy elections and…
U.S. Democracy April 7, 2022
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.hiltonfoundation.org/news

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

IKEA Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.ikeafoundation.org/

Press
No new digest content identified.

HHMI - Howard Hughes Medical Institute

[to 09 Apr 2022]

https://www.hhmi.org/news

Press Room
No new digest content identified.
Kaiser Family Foundation
https://www.kff.org/search/?post_type=press-release

Accessed 09 Apr 2022
April 8, 2022 News Release

Ending COVID-19 Emergency Declarations Will Bring an End to Flexibilities that Aided
Patients, Providers, Insurers, and Public Programs in Responding to the Pandemic
When the federal government ends COVID-19 emergency declarations that were declared in the
early days of the pandemic, it will bring to a close several changes that were enacted temporarily to
enable the U.S. health care system to better deal with the crisis. A new KFF resource details a
number…
April 6, 2022 News Release
As the COVID-19 Pandemic Enters the Third Year Most Adults Say They Have Not Fully
Returned to Pre-Pandemic ‘Normal’
People of Color, Lower Income Adults, and Those With Chronic Conditions Are More Vigilant About
COVID-19 Precautions Like Masking, and Want Others to Continue Them as Well The Public Is Divided
About Public Transportation Mask Requirement, With Half Wanting the Mandate Extended and the
Other Half Wanting to Let it…
Kellogg Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.wkkf.org/news-and-media

Selected Announcements
At-A-Glance

Champions for storytelling, health equity and funding
April 6, 2022
Aga Khan Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.akdn.org/our-agencies/aga-khan-foundation

Press Releases [Selected]
No new digest content identified

MacArthur Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.macfound.org/

News, Events, What We’re Learning
No new digest content identified

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://mellon.org/

News & Blog

Beyond Stone and Bronze: The Next Chapter of Monuments in America
April 4, 2022

Building on a field-wide audit in 2021, four new Monuments Project grants expand our expectations
of what monuments can be.
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.moore.org/news

Recent News
No new digest content identified.

Open Society Foundations [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/newsroom

Newsroom
Press release April 7, 2022

New Gavi Risk Sharing Partnership with the Open Society Foundations and MedAccess to
Help Meet Country Demand for COVID-19 Vaccines
Open Society, MedAccess, and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance are creating a risk sharing facility to help
countries procure additional COVID-19 vaccine doses.
David and Lucile Packard Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.packard.org/news/

News
No new digest content identified.

Pew Charitable Trusts [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room

News Room
No new digest content identified.

Rockefeller Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/

Selected Reports/Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.rwjf.org/en/about-rwjf/newsroom.html

Latest News and Highlights
No new digest content identified.

Science Philanthropy Alliance [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://www.sciencephilanthropyalliance.org/what-we-do/news/

“…a group of organizations working together to increase philanthropic support for basic scientific
research on a global basis…”
April 7, 2022
France Córdova: New Goals for Science Philanthropy

In an editorial for Science, Alliance President France Córdova explains how “foundation leaders are
taking bolder actions” to increase equity […]
SDGFunders [to 09 Apr 2022]
http://sdgfunders.org/

SDG Philanthropy Platform is a collaboration between philanthropy and the greater international
development community led by Foundation Center, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
and Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, and supported by the Conrad N. Hilton Foundation, Ford
Foundation and the MasterCard Foundation, the Brach Family Foundation, and other key organizations
such as Asociación de Fundaciones Empresariales (AFE) in Colombia, Brach Family Charitable
Foundation, CAF America, Council on Foundations, East Africa Association of Grantmakers (EAAG),
European Foundation Centre, Filantropi Indonesia (FI), GlobalGiving, The Humanitarian Forum, World
Congress of Muslim Philanthropists, and Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support (WINGS).
Selected Announcements
No new digest content identified.
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://sloan.org/about/press

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Wellcome Trust [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://wellcome.ac.uk/news

News. Opinion, Reports
No new digest content identified.
::::::

Candid [formerly Foundation Center and GuideStar] [to 09 Apr 2022
https://candid.org/about/press-room?fcref=pg

Press Releases
No new digest content identified.

Council on Foundations [to 09 Apr 2022]
https://www.cof.org/newsroom

Newsroom/Blog Posts/Events

Testimony for the record on behalf of the Council on Foundations submitted to the United
States Senate Committee on Finance on “Examining Charitable Giving and Trends in the
Nonprofit Sector”
Monday, April 4, 2022
*

*
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:: Week in Review
:: Key Agency/IGO/Governments Watch - Selected Updates from 30+ entities

:: INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch - Media Releases, Major Initiatives, Research
:: Foundation/Major Donor Watch -Selected Updates
:: Journal Watch - Key articles and abstracts from 100+ peer-reviewed journals

:: Journal Watch

The Sentinel will track key peer-reviewed journals which address a broad range of interests in human
rights, humanitarian response, health and development. It is not intended to be exhaustive. We will
add to those monitored below as we encounter relevant content and upon recommendation from
readers. We selectively provide full text of abstracts and other content but note that successful access
to some of the articles and other content may require subscription or other access arrangement unique
to the publisher. Please suggest additional journals you feel warrant coverage.
AJOB Empirical Bioethics
Volume 13, 2022 Issue 1
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uabr21/current
[Reviewed earlier]
AMA Journal of Ethics
Volume 24, Number 4: E249-341 Apr 2022
https://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/issue/health-equity-us-latinx-communities

Health Equity in US Latinx Communities

Latinx communities in the US include over 60 million people with a plurality of political beliefs, cultural
practices, and wealth. This diversity is also expressed in population health data: some health indicators
suggest advantages of Latinx community membership while other data demonstrate inequitable
disease burden and maldistribution of environmental and occupational risk. Legacies of colonial
conquest of the Americas persist in discrimination and marginalization today and are embodied by
members of our Latinx communities.
American Journal of Infection Control
April 2022 Volume 50 Issue 4 p367-476
http://www.ajicjournal.org/current
[Reviewed earlier]
American Journal of Preventive Medicine
April 2022 Volume 62 Issue 4 p473-660
https://www.ajpmonline.org/current
[Reviewed earlier]
American Journal of Public Health
April 2022 112(52)
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/current

Supplement 2 2022 = Global Opioid Crisis

American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
Volume 106 (2022): Issue 2 (Feb 2022)
https://www.ajtmh.org/view/journals/tpmd/106/2/tpmd.106.issue-2.xml
[Reviewed earlier]
Annals of Internal Medicine
March 2022 Volume 175, Issue 3
http://annals.org/aim/issue
[Reviewed earlier]
Antiquity – A Review of World Archeology
Latest Issue: Issue 385 - February 2022
https://antiquity.ac.uk/latest
[Reviewed earlier]
Artificial Intelligence – An International Journal
Volume 305 April 2022
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/artificial-intelligence/vol/305/suppl/C
[Reviewed earlier]
BMC Cost Effectiveness and Resource Allocation
http://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]
BMJ Global Health
April 2022 - Volume 7 - 4
https://gh.bmj.com/content/7/4

Editorial

Defending frontline defenders of sexual and reproductive health rights: a call to actionoriented, human rights-based responses (4 April, 2022)
Kathryn Gilmore, Victoria Boydell, International Planned Parenthood Federation, MSI Reproductive
Choices, IPAS, International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetricians

Analysis

Ethical considerations in international clinical trial site selection (6 April, 2022)
Jennifer Miller, Joseph Millum

Abstract

New medicines and vaccines are predominantly tested in high-income countries. However, as the
COVID-19 pandemic highlighted, the populations who can benefit from these interventions are not
limited to these wealthier regions. One-third of novel Food and Drug Administration approved drugs,
sponsored by large companies, treat infectious diseases like tuberculosis and HIV, which
disproportionately affect low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). The medicines for noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) are also relevant to LMIC health needs, as over three-quarters of
deaths from NCDs occur in LMICs. There are concerns clinical trial data may not extrapolate across
geographical regions, as product effectiveness can vary substantially by region. The pentavalent

rotavirus vaccine, for example, had markedly lower efficacy in LMICs. Efficacy variations have also been
found for other vaccines and drugs. We argue there are strong ethical arguments for remedying some
of this uneven distribution of clinical trial sites by geography and income. Chief among them, is that
these disparities can impede equitable access to the benefits of clinical research, such as
representation in the evidence base generated to guide prescribing and use of medicines and vaccines.
We suggest trial site locations should be made more transparent and for later stage trials their
selection should be informed by the global distribution of disease burden targeted by an experimental
product. Countries with high prevalence, incidence, severity or infection transmission rates for targeted
diseases should have real opportunities to engage in and enrol their populations in trials…
BMC Health Services Research
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/content
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
Examining the unit costs of COVID-19 vaccine delivery in Kenya

Vaccines are considered the path out of the COVID-19 pandemic. The government of Kenya is
implementing a phased strategy to vaccinate the Kenyan population, initially targeting populations at
high risk of seve...
Authors: Stacey Orangi, Angela Kairu, Anthony Ngatia, John Ojal and Edwine Barasa
Citation: BMC Health Services Research 2022 22:439
Content type: Research Published on: 4 April 2022
BMC Infectious Diseases
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcinfectdis/content
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]
BMC Medical Ethics
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedethics/content
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
Ethical and practical considerations for cell and gene therapy toward an HIV cure: findings
from a qualitative in-depth interview study in the United States

HIV cure research involving cell and gene therapy has intensified in recent years. There is a growing
need to identify ethical standards and safeguards to ensure cell and gene therapy (CGT) HIV cure
research r...

Authors: Karine Dubé, John Kanazawa, Hursch Patel, Michael Louella, Laurie Sylla, Jeff Sheehy, Lynda
Dee, Jeff Taylor, Jen Adair, Kim Anthony-Gonda, Boro Dropulić, John A. Sauceda, Michael J. Peluso,
Steven G. Deeks and Jane Simoni
Citation: BMC Medical Ethics 2022 23:39
Content type: Research Published on: 9 April 2022
BMC Medicine
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmed/content
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
CoronaVac vaccine is effective in preventing symptomatic and severe COVID-19 in
pregnant women in Brazil: a test-negative case-control study

More doses of CoronaVac have been administered worldwide than any other COVID-19 vaccine.
However, the effectiveness of COVID-19 inactivated vaccines in pregnant women is still unknown. We
estimated the vaccin...

Authors: Enny S. Paixao, Kerry L. M. Wong, Flavia Jôse Oliveira Alves, Vinicius de Araújo Oliveira,
Thiago Cerqueira-Silva, Juracy Bertoldo Júnior, Tales Mota Machado, Elzo Pereira Pinto Junior, Viviane
S. Boaventura, Gerson O. Penna, Guilherme Loureiro Werneck, Laura C. Rodrigues, Neil Pearce,
Mauricio L. Barreto and Manoel Barral-Netto
Citation: BMC Medicine 2022 20:146
Content type: Research article Published on: 5 April 2022
Global diversity of policy, coverage, and demand of COVID-19 vaccines: a descriptive study

Hundreds of millions of doses of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccines have been
administered globally, but progress on vaccination varies considerably between countries. We aimed to
provide an overall picture of COVID-19 vaccination campaigns, including policy, coverage, and demand
of COVID-19 vaccines.

Authors: Zhiyuan Chen, Wen Zheng, Qianhui Wu, Xinghui Chen, Cheng Peng, Yuyang Tian, Ruijia Sun,
Jiayi Dong, Minghan Wang, Xiaoyu Zhou, Zeyao Zhao, Guangjie Zhong, Xuemei Yan, Nuolan Liu, Feiran
Hao, Sihong Zhao…
Citation: BMC Medicine 2022 20:130
Content type: Research article Published on: 4 April 2022
BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcpregnancychildbirth/content
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]
BMC Public Health
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
“Most of the cases are very similar.”: Documenting and corroborating conflict-related
sexual violence affecting Rohingya refugees

In August 2017, a large population of Rohingya from northern Rakhine state in Myanmar fled to
Bangladesh due to “clearance operations” by the Myanmar security forces characterized by widespread
and systematic ...
Authors: Lindsey Green, Thomas McHale, Ranit Mishori, Linda Kaljee and Shahanoor Akter Chowdhury
Citation: BMC Public Health 2022 22:700
Content type: Research Published on: 9 April 2022
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The EU can simultaneously end dependence on Russia and meet climate goals
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The potential of mitochondrial genome engineering
The authors review the field of mammalian mitochondrial genome engineering, culminating in the
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Comment | 15 February 2022
Lessons from Long COVID: working with patients to design better research
In this Comment article, Nisreen Alwan discusses what her experience as both a public health
academic and a person living with Long COVID has taught her about the importance of including those
with lived experience of a condition in setting the research agenda.
Nisreen A. Alwan

Collection: COVID-19 Watch
Comment | 23 February 2022

Vaccine safety in an era of novel vaccines: a proposed research agenda
In this Comment article, Gregory Poland and Richard Kennedy outline the importance of continued
funding and infrastructure support for research into vaccine safety to inform public health decisions
and increase public trust in new vaccine technologies.
Gregory A. Poland
Richard B. Kennedy

Review Article | 26 July 2021

Mucosal vaccines — fortifying the frontiers
Here, Ed Lavelle and Ross Ward discuss the unique aspects of mucosal immunity that must be
considered when developing effective mucosal vaccines. The authors highlight the key immune cell
populations that are targeted by mucosal vaccination strategies and explain how innovative adjuvant
and delivery approaches should lead to new vaccines for infectious diseases and cancers.
Ed C. Lavelle
Ross W. Ward
Nature Reviews Drug Discovery
Volume 21 Issue 4, April 2022
https://www.nature.com/nrd/volumes/21/issues/4
[New issue; No digest content identified]
New England Journal of Medicine
April 7, 2022 Vol. 386 No. 14
https://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/medical-journal

Original Articles

Population Immunity and Covid-19 Severity with Omicron Variant in South Africa
S.A. Madhi and Others
Widespread underlying SARS-CoV-2 seropositivity was observed in Gauteng before the omicrondominant wave of Covid-19. Epidemiologic data showed a decoupling of hospitalizations and deaths
from infections while omicron was circulating.
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly
Volume 51 Issue 2, April 2022
http://nvs.sagepub.com/content/current
[New issue; No digest content identified]
Pediatrics
Volume 149, Issue 4, April 1, 2022
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/
[Reviewed earlier]
PharmacoEconomics
Volume 40, issue 3, March 2022
https://link.springer.com/journal/40273/volumes-and-issues/40-3
[Reviewed earlier]
PLoS Biology
https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]

PLoS Genetics
https://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]
PLoS Medicine
http://www.plosmedicine.org/
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]
PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases
http://www.plosntds.org/
(Accessed 09 Apr 2022)
[No new digest content identified]
PLoS One
http://www.plosone.org/
[Accessed 09 Apr 2022]

Research Article

The new normal: Covid-19 risk perceptions and support for continuing restrictions past
vaccinations
Maja Graso
Research Article | published 08 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266602
Awareness, attitudes and acceptability of the HPV vaccine among female university
students in Morocco
A. Yacouti, N. Elkhoudri, A. El got, A. Benider, F. Hadrya, R. Baddou, A. Forster, M. Mouallif
Research Article | published 08 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266081
The impact of mental distress on influenza vaccine coverage
Linda Hassouneh, Shira Dunsiger
Research Article | published 07 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266692
COVID-19 vaccine acceptance, hesitancy, and associated factors among medical students
in Sudan
Saud Mohammed Raja, Murwan Eissa Osman, Abdelmageed Osman Musa, Asim Abdelmoneim Hussien,
Kabirat Yusuf
Research Article | published 07 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266670
The COVID-19 Vaccine: Trust, doubt, and hope for a future beyond the pandemic in
Germany
Amelia Fiske, Franziska Schönweitz, Johanna Eichinger, Bettina Zimmermann, Nora Hangel, Anna
Sierawska, Stuart McLennan, Alena Buyx
Research Article | published 07 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266659
Predicting willingness to be vaccinated for Covid-19: Evidence from New Zealand
Geoff Kaine, Vic Wright, Suzie Greenhalgh
Research Article | published 07 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266485
Video-based messages to reduce COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy and nudge vaccination
intentions
Ulrich T. Jensen, Stephanie Ayers, Alexis M. Koskan
Research Article | published 06 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265736
Knowledge, attitude, and practice of seasonal influenza and influenza vaccine
immunization among people visiting primary healthcare centers in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Norah Alhatim, Ahmad M. Al-Bashaireh, Ola Alqudah
Research Article | published 04 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0266440
Impact of correcting misinformation on social disruption
Ryusuke Iizuka, Fujio Toriumi, Mao Nishiguchi, Masanori Takano, Mitsuo Yoshida
Research Article | published 04 Apr 2022 PLOS ONE
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265734
PNAS - Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States
March 29, 2022 | vol. 119 | no. 13
https://www.pnas.org/toc/pnas/119/13

Research Article

March 22, 2022 Coronavirus (COVID-19 )Open Access
Opposition to voluntary and mandated COVID-19 vaccination as a dynamic process:
Evidence and policy implications of changing beliefs
COVID-19 vaccination rates slowed in many countries during the second half of 2021, along with the
emergence of vocal opposition, particularly to mandated vaccinations. Who are those resisting
vaccination? Under what conditions do they change their minds? ...
Katrin Schmelz and Samuel Bowles

Research Article

March 23, 2022
A single-shot vaccine approach for the universal influenza A vaccine candidate M2e
Influenza, commonly referred to as “flu,” is a major global public health concern and a huge
economic burden to societies. Current influenza vaccines need to be updated annually to match
circulating strains, resulting in low take-up rates and poor ...
Ranmali Kavishna, Tha Yang Kang, [...] Sylvie Alonso
Prehospital & Disaster Medicine
Volume 37 - Issue 2 - April 2022
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/prehospital-and-disaster-medicine/latest-issue
[Reviewed earlier]

Preventive Medicine
Volume 157 April 2022
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/preventive-medicine/vol/157/suppl/C
[Reviewed earlier]
Proceedings of the Royal Society B
13 April 2022 Volume 289 Issue 1972
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/toc/rspb/current

Research articles

Sanctions and international interaction improve cooperation to avert climate change
Gianluca Grimalda, Alexis Belianin, Heike Hennig-Schmidt, Till Requate and Marina V. Ryzhkova
Published:06 April 2022Article ID:20212174
https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2021.2174
Public Health
Volume 205 Pages e1-e30, 1-216 (April 2022)
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/public-health/vol/205/suppl/C

Editorial Full text access

Living with endemic COVID-19
A.C.K. Lee, J.R. Morling
Pages 26-27

Review article Abstract only

Machine learning for predicting chronic diseases: a systematic review
F.M. Delpino, Â.K. Costa, S.R. Farias, A.D.P. Chiavegatto Filho, ... B.P. Nunes
Pages 14-25

Review article Full text access

Public attitudes and influencing factors toward COVID-19 vaccination for
adolescents/children: a scoping review
Y. Liu, Q. Ma, H. Liu, Z. Guo
Pages 169-181

Research article Full text access

The Serbian COVID-19 Stress Scale and vaccine acceptance: is there a place for COVID-19related distress in explaining attitudes towards vaccination?
L. Mihić, Z. Terzić-Šupić, J. Todorović, N.P. Marić
Pages 37-42
Review article Abstract only
The prevalence of non-communicable diseases among Syrian refugees in Syria's
neighbouring host countries: a systematic review and meta-analysis
A. Al-Oraibi, O. Hassan, Kaushik Chattopadhyay, L.B. Nellums
Pages 139-149
Public Health Ethics
Volume 14, Issue 3, November 2021

http://phe.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
[Reviewed earlier]
Public Health Reports
Volume 137 Issue 2, March/April 2022
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/phrg/137/2
[Reviewed earlier]
Qualitative Health Research
Volume 32 Issue 4, March 2022
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/qhra/current
[Reviewed earlier]
Refugee Survey Quarterly
Volume 41, Issue 1, March 2022
http://rsq.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
[Reviewed earlier]
Research Ethics
Volume 18 Issue 2, April 2022
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/reab/current
[Reviewed earlier]
Reproductive Health
http://www.reproductive-health-journal.com/content
[Accessed 09 Apr 2022]
[No new digest content identified]
Revista Panamericana de Salud Pública/Pan American Journal of Public Health
(RPSP/PAJPH)
https://www.paho.org/journal/en

Selected Articles

8 Apr 2022
Management and impact of interventions to reduce COVID-19 cases in Costa Rica
Original research | Spanish |
Risk Analysis
Volume 42, Issue 2 February 2022
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/15396924/current

Special Issue: Uncertainty in Risk Analysis: Bridging Science, Management and
Communication
[New issue; No digest content identified]

Risk Management and Healthcare Policy
https://www.dovepress.com/risk-management-and-healthcare-policy-archive56
[Accessed 09 Apr 2022]
[No new digest content identified]
Science
Volume 376| Issue 6589| 8 Apr 2022
https://www.science.org/toc/science/current

Editorial

New goals for science philanthropy
BY France A. Córdova
07 Apr 2022
Science Translational Medicine
Volume 14| Issue 638| 30 Mar 2022
https://www.science.org/toc/stm/current

Reviews

Point-of-care diagnostic tests for tuberculosis disease
BY Jia Mei Hong, et al.
06 Apr 2022
Advances in biomarkers and microfluidics technology facilitate the development of TB disease
diagnostic point-of-care tests.
Social Science & Medicine
Volume 294 February 2022
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/social-science-and-medicine/vol/294/suppl/C
[Reviewed earlier]
Stability: International Journal of Security & Development
http://www.stabilityjournal.org/articles
[Accessed 09 Apr 2022]
[Reviewed earlier]
Stanford Social Innovation Review
Winter 2022 Volume 20, Number 1
https://ssir.org/issue/winter_2022#
Read about how civil society offers an alternative to corporate models of data giving, how active
listening techniques can improve relationships with stakeholders, why equity must be central to any
collective impact effort, how science can become more democratic and equitable through communitydriven initiatives, and other topics in the Winter 2022 issue of Stanford Social Innovation Review.
Systematic Reviews
https://systematicreviewsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles
[Accessed 09 Apr 2022]

Barriers and facilitators to access mental health services among refugee women in highincome countries: a systematic review

Based on the Global Trends report from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee, in highincome countries, there are 2.7 refuges per 1000 national population, girls and women account for
nearly 50% of ...
Authors: Sarah DeSa, Akalewold T. Gebremeskel, Olumuyiwa Omonaiye and Sanni Yaya
Citation: Systematic Reviews 2022 11:62
Content type: Systematic review update Published on: 6 April 2022
Theoretical Medicine and Bioethics
Volume 42, issue 3-4, August 2021
https://link.springer.com/journal/11017/volumes-and-issues/42-3

Special Issue: A plea for an experimental philosophy of medicine
[Reviewed earlier]

Torture Journal
2021 Volume 31 - No.1
https://irct.org/publications/torture-journal/152
[Reviewed earlier]
Trauma, Violence, & Abuse
Volume 23 Issue 2, April 2022
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/tvaa/current
[Reviewed earlier]
Travel Medicine and Infectious Diseases
Volume 46 March–April 2022
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/travel-medicine-and-infectious-disease/vol/46/suppl/C
[Reviewed earlier]
Tropical Medicine & International Health
Volume 27, Issue 3 Pages: i-iv, 217-336 March 2022
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/13653156/current

RESEARCH ARTICLES
[Reviewed earlier]

UN Chronicle
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Articles

[Reviewed earlier]
Vulnerable Children and Youth Studies

An International Interdisciplinary Journal for Research, Policy and Care
Volume 17, Issue 1, 2022

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rvch20/current
[Reviewed earlier]
World Development
Volume 152 April 2022
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/world-development/vol/152/suppl/C

Research article Abstract only

Decent work in global food value chains: Evidence from Senegal
Anna Fabry, Goedele Van den Broeck, Miet Maertens
Article 105790

Research article Abstract only

In between rights and power: Women’s land rights and the gendered politics of land
ownership, use, and management in Mexican ejidos
Ana García-Morán, Julian S. Yates
Article 105804

Research article Abstract only

Conditional cash transfers and child labor
Gabriel Cepaluni, Taylor Kinsley Chewning, Amanda Driscoll, Marco Antonio Faganello
Article 105768

Special Section on Political Economy of Development; Edited by Arun Agrawal
Research article Abstract only

Legacies of Islamic Rule in Africa: Colonial Responses and Contemporary Development
Vincent Bauer, Melina R. Platas, Jeremy M. Weinstein
Article 105750
World Heritage Review
n°101 - January 2022
http://whc.unesco.org/en/review/101/

New World Heritage sites 2020-2021

In this issue, we are happy to present the 34 sites that were added to the World Heritage List during
that session, from the Spa Towns of Europe, with 11 spa towns across seven countries, to the
biodiversity-rich Japanese serial site of Amami-Oshima Island, Tokunoshima Island, the northern part
of Okinawa Island, and Iriomote Island. The remote and mountainous Cultural Landscape of
Hawraman/Uramanat in Iran bears witness to the traditional culture of the Hawrami people down
through the millenia, and the vast 300,000 ha of Ivindo National Park in Gabon includes spa
ces that have not yet been explored completely. These and more you will discover in these pages.
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